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Defense Continues
In Ammons' Trial
Several witnesses were called by the
defense in the trial of Dr. James Ray
Ammons Wednesday to testify on the
procedure employed in past years by
physicians at the Houston-McDevitt
Clinic who wished to obtain drugs for
office use.
Also testifying' Wednesday were
witnesses who expressed opinions
supporting Dr. Ammons' medical
practice in the local community.
Early in the day Wednesday, two
former staff nurses of Dr: Ammons
testified that it was common practice
for the Clinic Pharmacy to fill cocaine
hydrochloride solution prescriptions for
the doctor to use as a local anesthetic in
office treatment.
In the afternoon, the defense called
Dr. Hal Houston, a local surgeon, to the
stand. Under questioning from defense
attorney Richard Heideman, Houston
testified that it was normal practice for
himself and the other doctors in the
clinic to obtain drugs for office use by
writing prescriptions for the
medications.
Dr. Houston testified that that
procedure had been followed, at least
for the ten years he had been in
practice, until last fall, after a fire at
the clinic. ,
Dr. Houston said that at that time the
physicians and pharmacists were
advised that the proper procedure for
doctors to obtain drugs* for office use
was to file a Drug Enforcement
Administration form with that agency,
rather than through the prescription
method.
He testified that since that time, that
has been the practice in his office and,
to his knowledge, other local physicians
were also using the method to obtain
the office use drugs.
Dr. William Jennings, a neurologist
who has recently moved his practice
from Memphis to Paducah, testified
that he and Dr. Ammons have
consulted on several patients over the
past few years both while he was in
Memphis and since he had moved to
Paducah.
Dr. Jennings said that Dr. Ammons
had referred several patients to him for
"further diagnosis and treatment" and
that Dr. Ammons' diagnosis of those
patients had been "generally good."
When asked about the use of cocaine
hydrochloride solution among
physicians he associated with, Jennings
said that "some physicians use it for
analgesic purposes."
"Several physicians use it almost
exclusively, in their -office for
headaches," Dr. Jennings added.
Dr. Jennings testified that he had
See AMMONS
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tidhn Brinkley EtecteCi
Governor Of Boys' State
John Walter Brinkley, III, who will be
a senior at 'Calloway Courity High
School this fall, was elected as governor
of Boys State, a mythical 51st state
which is sponsored by the Kentucky
Department of the American Legion at
Eastern Kentucky University,
Richmond.
Brinkley was running on the
Federalist Party ticket, and his running
John W. Brinkley III
mate for Lieutenant governor was
Boyce Lee Ross of Reidland High
School. Brinkley defeated Teofilo
Rebagay of Lexington Lafayette High
School for governor and Jody Ray
White of Jeffersontown High School as
lieutenant goverrior;- running on the
Nationalist Party ticket.
Candidates Were nominated in
primary elections held_ Tuesday
morning by the approximately 350
young men attending the 38th session.
The general election was held
Wednesday morning.
Also attending from Calloway County
is Craig Redden who will also be a
senior at Calloway High this fall.
Murray High School is represented by
Bruce Horning and David Sears, 1977-78
seniors. The men are sponsored by the
4Murray American Legion Post.
Today the elected officials were
taken to Frankfort to visit with their
real-life counterparts at the state
capitol. Gov. Julian Carroll, who served
as the first governor of Boys State in
1948, will deliver an address to the Boys
State General Assembly Friday
afternoon.
The week-long session will conclude
_Friday night with graduation
ceremonies, and the election of two
delegates to attend Boys Nation in
Washington.
19-- MISS KENTUCKY PAGEANT—Karen Gordon, a speeçhJaw—
major at Miwto Rale ilniverslty7WR it—Thfficip.-Treiii- the Mfts Kentucky
Pageant .a.s!'_MissAtturray_Statellniversit is,to e place June
23-25 at the Macauley Theatre in Louisville. Gordon, daughter of Dr. and
Mrs. Wendell Gordon of Benton, is an artist who spetializes in sketching




"Keep 15th Street open" was the
main theme of a discussion last night at
a meeting attended by 40 local citizens
to discuss the state Department of
Transportation ( DOT) traffic impact
analysis of the Murray State University
area.
The meeting was called by City
Planner Steve Zea who told the group
that the study was conducted after city
officials had expressed some concern
relative to changes in the
transportation network in and around
Murray State University.
The reasons for the study given in the
DOT report said "This concern
centered around the soon to be
constructed Chestnut Street pedestrian
overpass and the probable closing of
15th Street in the university area."
A show of hands among those present
revealed that the overwhelming
majority were not in favor of closing
15th Street through the uniVeirls
campus. The vote showed that 27
persons opposed that proposal and none
raised their hands in support of closing
15th Street.
A major concern expressed was that
if 15th Street were closed, Olive Blvd. -
would. become the main entry point to
the MSU campus.
H.M. Perry, a resident of 1302 Olive
Blvd., talked at length about the options
suggested by the DOT survey.
Be said that one option listed to
create accesibility between Main and
Chestnut Streets if 15th Street is closed
would be to open up either 13th or 14th
Street through to Chestnut.
"To eliminate 15th would be costly, in
' itself," Perry said, -to reconstruct it
into a mall would be more costly. .and
to provide emergency 'vehicle access
into the university campus would be
costly again. Then to make increased
accessibility via 13th or 14th street
would be an additional costs."
Perry said that he felt the state
-should -Save- the cost-OrTearfig
Street and relocating the traffic to
another area.
. Instead of making Olive Blvd. the
main point of entry t for the MSU
campus ) as recommended by DOT and
MSU," Perry said, -let's make the
main point of entry Chestnut at 15th and
Main at 15th."
"Instead of forcing all the traffic
down Olive, let's shore it," Perry.
added. ,
Among -the- options suggested by the
study were increased parking fees for
on-campus vehicles to support
additional patroling for ticketing and
towing away , of vehicles parked in
violation.
Zea. explained to the group that DOT
Wants.. the citizeo,s to eipress their
' -opinions on. the options o that the
• proposal can be re-drafted,
Incorporating some of those ideas into
the final proposal. -
Zea is expected to make a report on
last night's meeting to the Murray
Common Council at its regular meeting
tonight.
. .
Ed Council Okays KSU Stadium, Mission Statements
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Construction-of-a-11.6 million football
stadium at Kentucky State University
has been given belated approval by the
council on higher education. Work on
today's index



















11, 12, di 13
14
mostly clear
Mostly clear tonight and
Friday. Lows-tonight in the 50s to
low 60s. Highs Friday in the mid
80s. Winds northeasterly to 10
miles an hour tonight.
the project is nearly one-third
--eomplete. - - - -
Haw-etter, the - -council warned
Wednesday that in the future it will not
act on any college or university'
building project unless it has been
subroitted in compliance with council
policies.
Meanwhile, mission statements for
five of Kentucky's state-supported
colleges and universities were given
final approval Wednesdayi bY -the
council with no substantial changes in
earlier drafts.
On April 20, the council. approved
statements of role and purpose or the
University of Louisville and University
of Kentucky. 
_
A few editorial changes were thade in
the mission statements for Morehead
State, Western, Murray, Northern,
Eastern and Kentucky State University
before the council approved them.
The council held a heated discussion
over whether the executive corrunittee
has too much power and is usurping the
council's responsibility.
The discussion grew out of an action





There are several lines of argument
which, when taken together, make a
compelling case for legal abortion. Let
me elaborate: -
„OverpoNlation. One of the least
thiii4ittood yet or of the most
important problems facing American .
-society is overpopulation and its
consequences: air and water pollution;
inflation; overcrowding; urbanization
of the world; deStruction of non-
renewable resources; and so on. These
consequences — all involving a
..Ipwering of the quality of life — are
directly related to too many people.
But there is an answer. As a number
of studies indicate, legal abortion
controls population growth. For,.
example, the birth rates of both Japan
and Hungary declined rapidly after the
legalization of abortion. If we want to
check population growth, we mat act
now.
It is clear to all that someday
population growth will have to come to
a halt. Unless some control is placed on
population growth the question before
us will not be if the decision will be
Made, but will it be made in time? More
than ten years ago President Johnson
said that "Next to the pursuit of peace,
the really greatest challenge to the
human family is the race between food
supply and population increase. That
race tonight is being lost." And it is still
being lost.
An alternative, of course, for
government to step in and tell us f, outcome. None of these arguments, pro
when, and how many children we might or con, will change a thing. The woman
have. A far more humane and more who ii0appi1y finds herself pregnant
preferable state of affairs is voluntary, will either bring an unwanted child int,
legal abortion, unconditionally the world or will find some means of
accIssible to all. aborting it. One study showed that
The response to the question of when confronted with the options of
abortion was noted in the 1973 decision marrying the father, having an
of the Supreme Court which gave a abortion, or having the baby, four out of
woman and her physician the right to five college girls choose abortion. More
decide to terminate her pregnancy in likely, in fact, is that the largest group
its first trimester. This would be before of women seeking abortions are • not
viability of the fetus is attained. In single women, or black, but are
effect, this ruling also declared invalid married, white iniddleclass women
the right-to-life thesis that a fetus is a who perceive the addition of a child t,,
human being with legal rights. I concur the household to constitute a r.
Tith this position. unsupportable burden.
In reversing our posifion on this it There are many latent consequence
seems to me we are doing great of illegal abortions. Fofinstance, it
violence to a woman who strongly feels means that more people will resort tf
the necessity of preventing the birth of ;quacks, because they are cheaper than
an unwanted child. Anyone close to the few qualified physicians who arc
someone who had an illegal abortion
knows what she thinks no one else has
the right to decide what she may do
with her body. Any thought to the
contrary is automatically considered
barbaric, if not insane, from her
personal perspective"
It seems to me that the question is not
whether or not we shall have abortions
but whether or not the abortion will be
legal. The fact is that *before 1973 an
estimated one million American
women obtained abortions each year.
Only one per cent of these were legal.
All of the rest were obtained illicitly.
The simple fact is that nothing we say
or do will measurably affect the
(Continued On Page 5
CO
By FRED C. MORTON
United Campus Ministry
Abortion is now an option which is
legally available to every woman. In
1973 the Supreme Court (Roe v. Wade
ruled that a woman's right to -privacy
extends to the decision to terminate an
unwanted pregnancy within the first
twelve weeks after conception. This
change in the law has apparently led to
an increase in the abortion rate in the
United. States. Most women electing
abortion to terminate An unwanted
pregnancy are unmarried and under 30
years of age. My concern is for those
persons who face such an agonizing
decision And how they can make a
decision without regret; not only for the
immediate present, but for years to
come. In short, how can a woman or a
couple make a responsible moral
decision about an unwanted
pregnancy?
EDITOR'S NOTE: The purpose ‘,1 the Local Issues forum series is to
-stimulate public interest in major iw ie. at the local level' Reader responses
to the thoughts presented in the t..1+ articles presented here today are 
en-
couraged.
Letters should be addressed to i(pr ii Issues Forum, The Murray ledger &
Times, P. 0. Box 32, Murray, Ky. 41071 All letters received on today's sub-
ject will be printed on Thursday, lone 16. The letters, which must bear the
name and address of the writer. should be.delivered to the newspaper of-
fice by noon Wednesday, June 15."
This series is partially funded hy the Kentucky Humanities Council (KHC)
and is jointly sponsored by this neysspaper and the College of Humanistic
Sludies at Murray State University The opinions expressed in the articles
aye-those of the writers and do not necessarily reflect the views of the
KHC, MSU or this newspaper.
taken by the executive committee
regarding a tuition break for out of
state students at Murray State. The
executive committee reversed ' the
council's position on the matter, but
later reversed itself.
Council member Joy Boone
questioned the committee's authority-to
change a council position.
"The awesome power of the council is
better shared by the many than the
few," she said. She also charged that
issues often seem settled by the time
they reach the council. "it comes to u3
too smooth," she said.
Jackson White, a member of the
executive committee, said the panel
had no intention of usurping the
council's authority.
The council took no action after
Snyder read the committee's duties. He
said the committee has the authority to
recommend, but that only- the council
may take formal action on a
recommendation.
Settle Named To MSU Board
Governor Julian Carroll has
appointed Dr. Ed Settle, a Princeton
physician, to the Murray State .
University Board of Regents.
Dr. Settle will replace James Davis of
Owensbor0, whose term has expired
and serve until March 31, 1981.
Other board members include Dr.
Charles Howard, board chairman, of
Mayfield, 0. B. Springer, Henderson,
A. B. Mitchell, Smith's Grove, and Bob
Long, Benton, whose terms expire in
1980; William Corneal, Owensboro, and
Jere McCuiston, whoserrns expire in
1978:. Frank AI • Stubblefield.
Murray, whose term expires in 1979
Dr. ' Sal MatarazzO, faculty .
representative: and Tim Langford, who
is serving as student representative-is
until the newstudent government




There are several matters that
should be clarified to avoid confusion. A
. word of caution should be uttered
against over-simplifying what is a
profoundly complex matter. Cliche
slogans and sandlot rules will not lead
to sound decisions. Also we should take
counsel that abortion is abortion:, it is
not murder. Abortion is the interruption
of nascent or fetal life within the
'Mother.
Although there is conflicting opinion
among legal, medical, and religious
authorities as to when nascent life
bee-omes actual human life, the basic
moral distinction between abortion and
-homicide has been rather generally
accepted. It severs neither man, God,
law, nor science to confuse the two and
condemn abortion as cruel murder.
This is not to say that there is no such
thing as cruel abortion!
Every decision relative to abortion
reflects basic human values or-
principles, and these have a. profound
effect on the ethical and spiritual
quality of our life. Decisions and
actions that uphold or affirm basic
human values and principles enhance
the quality and meaning of life.
Decisions and actions that contradict
• those values or principles demean life.
In the balance of this article, I wiasli to
examine the ' values implied in
decision to atakt or terminate a
pregnancy. My positioni is-. that the
values which Nave prAlailed in our
Judeo-Christian culture generally
dispose us to regard abortion as an
inappropriate means of birth control:
and when it is chosen, abortion should
only be regarded as ii lesfrser of evils
The four values or principles which I.
feel to be central to this matter are 1.
the value of hiunan liFe. 2. individual
responsibility, 3. pers;;ns in
relationship, and 4. sexual
responsibility.
The value of human life is paramount
if not absolute in Western Civilization
NO human life - be it aged, infirm.
infant, exceptional: criminal, Or
whatever - can be - dealt is ith or
terminated caprolouslysor arbitrarily.
While the unborn child or fetus does not
enjoy these rights to the saint degree
healty respect- if not reverence for the
unborn's life is in order. The value of all
-human life and the rights or each
individual life compel...10.1u give seri ,!e,
regard for the pro'es ,ii umnt
mystery b which life begins._
The second principle is that of the
responsibility of each 'manilla' for his -
own behavior. The very quality of life in
our society assumes that each person
will exercise his freedom and take
responsibility for the direction of his
own affairs. The advances of modern
medicine have accelerated our freedom
by giving us new knowledge and rew
choices. We are in a real sense freer
today, but we roust also be 'more
--responsible.
The third principle is that of the
person in relationship. No Min; ititla
exist, .4 unto himself alone. 'Ont.' .c
• Continued On rage
• 
• - "Mr` it
•
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June Bride-elect Honored
At Tea At Community Room
Another delightful courtesy.
extended to Miss Gail
Outland, June 11th bride-elect
of Robert Blalock, was the tea
shower held on Saturday. May
11. at the Community Room of
the North Branch 'of the
Peoples Bank.
Greeting the guests in the
receiving line were the
honoree, wearing a floor
length dress of yellow with
-matching corsage; her
mother, Mrs. Charles
Outland, wearing a floor
length dress of light pink with
a pink and white corsage; her
mother-in-law to be, Mrs.
Nelson Blalock, wearing a
floor length dress of pink with
pink and white corsage; Mrs.
Festus Futrell, grandmother
of the honoree, wearing a floor
length dress of light purple
with matching corsage.
Also in the receiving line
was Mrs. Charles Henry,'
wearing -a green floor length
dress with matching corsage,
one of the hostesses. Mrs.
James Chaney, Mrs. Rudolph
_ ward_Mrs._James_Outlancl.
Mrs. Fred McKinney, and
Mrs. Billy Outland were also
hostesses for the lovely bridal
occasion.
The gifts were displayed on
a table covered with a white
.cloth with a Maypole cen-
terpiece of rainbow colored
ribbons with ivy and palm'
leaves at the base. Small
tables were arranged with
rainbow colored cloths with
centerpieces of candles with




nuts, and mints were served at
the beautifully appointed tea
table overlaid with a pink
cloth with a' net overlay
designed with bells and ribbon
and centered with a large
arrangement of fresh flowers
of rainbow colors.
One hundred and fifteen





Associated Press Food Editor
COMMITTEE LUNCH
Hot Chicken Salad
Green Peas Clover Rolls
Petit Fours Beverage
HOT CHICKEN SALAD
One of the best of the tea-
room-style recipes.
' 2 cups diced ('o-inch)
cooked chicken
8'z-ounce can sliced pineapple
—If syrup, ivilT-Biliftied —




12 cup finely diced celery
1-3rd cup finely diced
green pepper
iy cup diced roasted almonds
Over boiling water, heat
chicken and pineapple — about
20 minutes. With a fork, stir in
the mayonnaise; heat about 5
minutes longer. Off heat, stir in
the celery and green pepper.
Sprinkle with the almonds.
Serve at once. Makes 6
servings. •
New officers for Xi Alpha Deka chapter of Beta Sigma
Phi are left to riglit: Lois Ruiz, vice president Debbie
Lyons, president; Glenda Wilson, recording secretary;
and Rheanefta Coleman, corresponding secretary. Not
pictured are Joyce Gibson, treasurer, and Barbara
Chilcutt, extension officer. ,
Beta Sigma Phi Holds
Meeting At Fagliai's
The Xi Alpha Delta chapter
of Beta Sigma Phi held its
—annual Ladies Niet-That at
Pagliai's Pizza on May 19 at
6:30 p. m. They were joined by
the Gamma Gamma chapter
for the meal.
A short business meeting
was held with Debbie Lyons,
Xi Alpha Delta chapter's
president for '77-'78 an-
nouncing officers and
_ chairpersons for the following
year.
Committee chairpersons
are: Ways and Means, Mary
Graves; social, Debbie
Brandon and Joyce Gibson;
service, Shirley Martin;
publicity, Linda" Hodge;
program, Vicky Holton; and
telephone, Sue Ann - Hutson: '
New officers are: President,.






To the people that worked, supported and
voted for me in May 24th election.
Thank You
Ruby Hale
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treasurer, Joyce Gibson; and
extension off icer_l.  Barbara
-Thilcutt7—
Door prizes were won _by
Edna Vaughn, Shirley Martin,
and Brenda Estes.
Members attending from
the Gamma Gamma chapter
were: Linda Rogers, Edna
Vaughn, Becky Phillips, Alice




the Xi Alpha Delta chapter
were: Glenda Wilson, Bar-
bara Williams, Shirley
Down Concord Way----
Election, Graduation Discussed By
By Estelle Spiceland. •
• May 31, 1977
Election day at Floyd
McClure's garage in New
Concord was very quiet and
systematic, resulting as all




too, has passed for many
students..Congratulationa and
best wishes for a successful
climb up the ladder of life.
"But you must have hope,
and you must- have faith, you
must work, and be sVong and
so, if you work, if gou wait,
you will find the place where
the four leaf clovers grow."
But don't waste your time on
chain letters. I never read
them - just toss them in the
waste basket.
Congratulations to young
Trevor Coleman on the arrival
of a baby sister at the Mack
Coleman's.
Mrs. Lorene Smith un-
derwent surgery at the
Murray-Calloway Hospital
and stayed there until- her
house was ready with new
aluminum siding. We wish for
her a spledy rem-very.
The Lloyd Spicelands after a
month in Kentucky win-
terizing and renovating her
old Harris homeplace, helping
his widowed sister, Mrs.
Christine Dawson, and of-
fering assistance where
needed, returned to their
home in Dearborn, Mich., and
daughter's family.
Denny , Clark of Concord
Corner is employed by the
Belso. of Concord Groceryns
Miiaatinn Lindaetterc, oieymil/odg jnyeie, d F,zisianding Boat mock
When recedtty a thune
Thoma9, Rowena Emmerson,.
Jeanie Morgan', ti s Ryii; cUstlInn 
caused a black oat in
the Concord community, and
Pam Thornton, Vicky Holton,
Mary Graves, Sue Ann Hut- 
old kerosene lamps, and even
son, Peggy Shoemaker, Beth
Lasater, Debbie Lyons, Joyce
Gibson, ha Brown, and
Brenda Estes.
candles, had to be used, we
appreciated the quick service
of electricians. Hats off to
such servicemen.
The "green green grass of
home" still calls as new
owners of the former Sigmon
home near Concord proves.
Tansy gook's widow and son,
Frank, live there Mrs. Cook's
daug_hter, Barbara, and
husband- of Michigan bought
it.
Dickie Champion of
Michigan, a former student of
old Woodlawn School, stopped
to see us while visiting hills of
home.
Otis Lovins' daughter's
family, the Gannons of
Colorado Springs, expect to
spend June in Calloway and in
New Jersey visiting his
people. '
carmei Baptist Church
will welcome in July a new
pastor, the Rev. George
White, cousin to the Rev.
Jerrell White of Memorial
Baptist.
Since starting this letter an
ambulance has passed to take
Maud Nance to the hospital.
She suffered a massive heart
attack just after her taped
Memorial address came over
the radio.
We do hope Maud recovers
to enjoy many more years in
her lovely white brick home in
Concord where she has .en-
joyed entertaining UDC and
DAR meMbers and many
others since she and her
sister, Mrs. John Livesay and
husband built beautiful homes
here for their retirement_
years.
_Ma green-green gras,s- of --
.home Failed the Nance family.
back -after years in Paducah
and Chicago, and their an-
tiques have brought people to
111 HOSPITAL NEWS
Bride-Elect, Miss Reagan, 6-Ald-u7ts
Nursery 3
Honored; Vows Are Planned 
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
A coffee honoring-Miss Lynn_
Reagan, who is to be married_
Saturday afternoon, June 11,
in the First Christian Church
to Michael Ryan, was given
Saturday, June 4, from ten a.
m. to noon in the social room
of the r4orth Branch of the
Bank of Murray.
- Miss Reagan is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Johnny
Reagan,-Mr. and Mrs. William
Ryan are the parents of the
groom-elect.
The spacious room which is
decorated in soft tones of
brown carpeting and har-
monizing tile, papered with
embossed covering with
glistening chandeliers was the
setting. Round tables were
covered with floor-length
cloths and overlaid with beige
smaller cloths. A gold
platform held. a miniature





holders filled with dried
colorful flowers and pleasant
feathers. Music was furnished
by a stereo.
The tea table was Centefed
with a silver wine cooler filled
with daisies, yellow fillies and
,----white baby mums. The
refreshments of coffee. Cokes
and miniature sandwiches and
cookies were served from
silver appointments, and
prepared by Mrs. Gordon
Moody. '
Miss Reagan wore a street
length dress of silk taupe.
Standing in the receiving line
with her were her mother;
Mrs. Ryan, mother of the
groom-elect; Mrs. Jeff Chase,
Lynn's sister and Elizabeth
Crossland, a great aunt. The
bride-elect's grandmothers,
Mrs. Ruth Reagan and Mrs.
W. Z. Carter, entertained by
showing the-great-grand baby,----
Amy Chase, just two months,:
old.
Hostesses included Madge
Diuguid, Dehna Trotter, bus
Orr, Opal Fulton, Gladys
iiale,__Rosemary Thurman,
Nani Hewett, Betty Scott,
Mary Belle Overby, Bobs
-Hopper, Dorothy Nanney,
Martha Guier, Audrey Scott,
Wanda Dick, Lochie Hart,
Margie Shown, Norma Frank,
and Evelyn. Wilson.
All friends are invited to the
wedding at two p. m. the
reception which is to be held in
the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Reagan, 111 Fairlane Drive,
Murray.
Mrs. Hontas L Mitchell,
Gen.. Del. Murray, Mrs.
Barbara- J: Grace and Baby
Girl, Rt. 3 Cadiz, Mrs. Norma
D. Carroll and Baby Boy, 920
John Lee Dr. Paris, Tn., Mrs.
Rhonda K. Egerton and Baby
Boy, Lake Barkley State Park
Cadiz, Miss Yolanda S.
Brown, Rt. 3 Murray, Mrs.
Carlene P. Paschall, Rt. 2 Bx.
187, Mrs. Vivian G. Chandler,
Rt. 1 Bx. 30 Buchanan, Tn.,
Mrs. Wanda S. Charles, Rt. 1
Bx. 162 Puryear, Tn., Miss
Kimberly L. Higgina, Rt. 1
Farmington, Miss Glenda M.
Labadie, Rt. 5 Bx. 395 Paris,
Tn., Mrs. Maryan Khajavi,
2621 University St. Murray, .
apite
Miss Skinner Is Honored
At Shower Held At Dexter
Miss Laurie Skinner, bride-
elect of Anthony Pritchett,
was honored with a household
shower held on Sunday. May
29, at two p.m. at the Dexter
Community Center. •
The hostesses were Mrs.
Jean Lee, Mrs. Inez Andrus,
and Mrs. Katana Pritchett.
The honoree chose to wear
an orange stripped -dress and
opened her many gifts for the
guests to view.
Refreshments of punch,
cake, and nuts were served at
the beautifully decorated
table.
Those present or sending
gifts were Mrs. Clarence
Pritchett, Mr. and Mrs. Bobby
Edwards, Mrs. Kenneth
Morgan, Trevathan & Gunn, Inc.
INSURANCE—BONDS—REAL ESTATE-10R E. 12TH ST., BENTON
Now Has A Local Number
FOR THE RESIDENTS OF MURRAY, CALLO WAY COUNTY AND AURORA
The Number To Call
753-6434
Mrs. Joy S. Johnson, 1106
Fairlane Murray, Mrs. Ruth
M. Roberts, 805 Broad
Murray, Mrs. Bonnie" L.
Nelson, Rt. 1 Almo, Mrs.
Natiey K. -Eldridge, -Rt. 1,
Alm°, Jason C. Kennedy, Rt. 1
Puryear, Tn., °bid D.
Burkeen, Rt. 1 Almo,
Lester H. Paschall, Rt. 1
Hazel, Mrs. Audie C.
Wisehart, Rt. 1 Almo, Grover
C. Wilson, 1000 Payne Murray,
Bernard Whitnell, 503 S. 11
Murray, W. Loyd Wilkingson,
Rt. 4 Murray, Mrs. Ora M.
Linville, Rt. 2 Buchanan, Tn.,
Mrs. John D. Grogan, Rt. 3
Murray, Seiburn White, 510
No. 5 Murray.
Colson and Kenny, Jr., Mrs.
Cora Pritchett, _Mrs. Jo
Mathis, Mrs. Irene Dillon,
Mrs. Darlene Elkins, Mrs.
Debris Lovett, Mrs. Vickie
Denham, Francine Miller,
Mrs. Noritia Miller, Mrs.
Clara Thorn, Mrs. Martha
Thorn, Mrs. Jane Thorn, Mr.'
and Mrs. Harvey Pritchett,
Mrs. Allene Pritchett and
Debbie, Mrs. Peggy Ford,
Mrs. Carolyn Boggess, Mrs.
Lois Reeves', Mrs. Melodean
Hicks, Mrs. Patsy °Hirer,
-Mrs. Sandy. Harmon, Mrs.
Sandra Barren, Mrs. Bonnie
Nelson. Mrs. Bobby Mc-
Daniel, Mrs. Vickie Edwards,
Mrs. Janice Shepard, Mrs.
Robbie Schroeder, Mrs.
Pansy Pritchett. Mrs. Fairy
Pritchett, Mrs. Gaynell
Pritchett, Mrs. Lovie Prit-
chett, Mrs. Janette Garland,
Mrs. June Pritchett, Mrs.
Pauline Edwards, Mrs. Judy
Edwards, Mrs. Norma
Garland, Mrs. Pam Haufmari,
Mrs. Nancy Walker, Mrs.
Jenny Clark, James Puckett,
Mrs. Carolyn Puckett, Mrs.
Lois Elkins, the honoree, and
the hostesses.
Slimmer Profile
When building a deck, the
depth- of its •framexiicork can be
reduced by using metal joist
hangers. They lower the top
edges of joists so they line up
with the beams:
Concord from far and near.
Now after five years of New.
Concord cemetery respon-






Kline, I am resigning duties to
Frank McCuiston since a
permanent fund will now pay
for future mowing.
halter's Ihn- Iv June I 41th
Ziattiond
Watiletiltonuj
Mete they ant Some of theimu.id s
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2 - 8 X 1 0
2 - 5 X 7
10 WALLETS
DAYS: Thurs., Fri., Sat.
DATES: June 9, 10, 11'









To Marry In July
•
Aliss
anti 1,1ovd Earl (Batch) Ilehinnev
Mr. and Mrs. Starling Holloway, 899 McPherson Drive,
Madisonville, announce. the approaching marriage of their
daughter, Finley, to Lloyd Earl (Butch ) McKinney, son of
Lloyd McKinney of Murray and Mrs. Lloyd Taylor of Con-
nelsville, Pa.
The wedding is planned for Saturday, July 2, at three p. m. at
the Community Fellowship Chinch, Nortonville. No formal in-





League of Women Voters held
a day-long workshop for the
newly elected officers and
board members on Saturday,
June 4, at the United Campus
Ministry..
The workshop was led by
Mrs. Libby Alexander,
Organizational Vice President
of the Kentucky Board, in
charge of Leadership Training
for Local Leagues; and Mrs.
Ann McCroskey, President,
Henderson League of Women
Voters.
A calendar for next year's
activities was drawn up with
the assistance for Mrs. Mc-
Croskey. Included are; a
study of and a consensus on
Energy, a program on
women's issues and a
projected trip to Frankfort
during the legislative session.
Louise Sickel, immediate
past president of the Murray
League has been appointed to
the Board in charge of Ob-
server Corps. The Corps will
again be observing meetings
of local elected bodies Such as
the City Council, School
Boards and Fiscal Court.
A membership drive is
planned for late August under
the leadership of Anita,
Lawson, second vice
president.
The next board meeting will
be at 9:00 a.m., August 13, at
the home of Ruth. Howard,
president, 1712 Ryan. Each
one is to bring a sack lunch.
BANNER YEAR
1977 is a banner year for
arthritis. Over 600,000
Americans .will become new
victims, adding to the world
wide total of more than 400,000
million arthritis sufferers. But
this year, physicians are
helping in a special way as
they participate in World
Rheumatism Year. Find out
more from the Kentucky




The correct botanical name for geranuim is Pelargonium.
Unlike so many plants, geranuims like an average potting soil,
one not overly rich. They love the same sort of hoebright sun
that their ancestors knew in the African Veldt Give them only
the amount of water to stay healthy. The leaves will burn if
watered when the sun is hot.
SHIRLEY FLORIST & GARDEN CENTER, 502 North FourtNStret,
753-3251 can provide you with a fine selection of flowers ahd
plants plus the personalized touch that says We Care." Our
floral designers are highly skilled so whether v6u would like an
arrangement for a special occasion or would like • corsage for
your best girl, rely on us. Hours; Mon.-Sat. 8-5.
FLOWER TIP. You should use a fertilizer lower in nitrogen such





Newcomers Club will meet at
the Sherwin-Williams Store at
7:30 p.m.
Grove 126 WOW will meet at
Murray Woman's Club House
at six p.m.
Murray Chapter No. 92
and-Murray Chapter
No. 50 R. 8# S. M. will meet at
the Masonic Hall at 7:30 p.m.
Hardik Senior Citizens will
have a potluck supper at six
p.m.
r.
Serendipity Stroll will start
at Center Station Land Bet-
ween the Lakes at four p.m.
Friday, June 10
North Murray Homemakers
Club will meet with Mrs.
Bailey Riggins at 1:30 p.m.
Note change of place.
Hardin Senior Citizens will
have a work day .from 9:30
a.m. to three p.m. and fun
night at six p.m.
Forestry Hike, 1c.2 mile
walk, will start at 9:30 a.m.,
.and Night Visual, 11.2 hour
drive, will start at 8:30 p.m.,




Century Singers, will be at










workshop for Business and
Professional Women's Clubs
of District One will be at J. U.
Kevil Center, Mayfield, at two
p.m.
Friday, June 10 '
Calloway County Athletic
1300Stel  ehlk-Witt Mert:aiT







dinner theatre production at
seven p.m. Tickets are $5 for
adults and $2.75 for children 12
and under.
First Baptist Church camp
out will be at Kenlake State
Park.
Saturday, June 11
Grandma's Kitchen will be
featured at Empire Farm-,
Land Between the Lakes,
from 9:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
This will also be on Sunday,
June 12.
Saturday, June 11
Parking lot sale, sponsored
by Past Matrons and Past
Patrons Club of Murray
Star Chapter No: 433 OES,
will be at Freed Cotham lot,
802 Chestnut treet, starting at
nine a.m.
Saturday, June 11
WKHA Horse Show will be
at New Providence Riding
Club, nine miles southeast of
Murray, starting at five p. m.
Car wash by youth of
Deward's Chapel Church will
be at Larry's Garage, High-
way 94 East next door to
Jack's Grocery, from nine a.
to. to five p. to.
Calloway County Junior
Varsity Cheerleaders will
have a car wash at Five Points
Amoco Station from nine a. to.
to four p. to. -
Fourth annual Kentucky
State Racking Horse
Championship will be at three







ners will meet for a steak
cookout Saturday evening




to bring their own meat;
everything else will be
furnished.
For directions to her
home, members may
contact Mrs. Stainbeck at
444-9629.
HUGHES BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne
Hughes, 2626 Count Fleet
Loop, Owensboro, are the
parents of a baby boy, Charles
Franklin, weighing 10 pounds
10 ounces, measuring 201/2
inches, born on Friday, June
3, at 8:07 a.m. at the Owen-
sboro-Davies County Hospital.
-They -lave-- -another --son,
Jeffrey Gannon, age 21/2. The
father is president of Ken-
tucky Electric Construction
Co., Inc. andlk mother is on
leave from the -Qieensboro
Independent School astem
where she is a special
education teacher.
Grandparents are Mr. .and
Mrs. Jack Persall of Murray
Route Seven and Mr. and Mrs.
Herbert Hughes, 'man Street,
Murray. Paternal great




Troy Bogard is now
recuperating at his home after
having undergone surgery at
the Parkview Hospital, Nash-
ville, Tn.
HERNDON GUESTS
Recent guests in the home O1
Mr. and Mrs. James A.
Herndon, North 17th Street,
Murray, were her mother,
Mrs. Maude Marr, Paris, Tn.;
her daughter and family, Mr.
and, Mrs. Maldovan and
children, Mike and Gale,
Virginia Beach, Va.; and her
sons and families, Mr. and
Mrs. Donald L. Azwell and
son, Chris, Baton Rouge,
and Mr. and Mrs. James Azell





programs which work ef-
fectively to ease pain and
prevent crippling, the Ken-
tucky Chapter of The Arthritis
Foundation reports_ Such
programs involve a com-
bination of meditation,
prescpbed exercises, rest,
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sundresses . . .
a summer delight!









with any Lacuna purchase
An exciting canvas dopp bag with a
2 oz. bottle of Locate!' After Shave




Take the plunge girls in 
super swimweor
fashions from Bright's . your 
swimwear port of
authority with the most 
up-to-date styles for summer
If your summer thing is 
swimming or diving or
splashing around in the waves 
. or lying around 
soaking
up the sun, now is the 
time to make yoUr
-selection from
the largest collection in 
town' Jr. & missy. at 15.0
0 to 36.00

















l'leaver was ,honored with a
stork shower held Monday,
June 6, at seven p.m.
at the Community Room of the
Murray Federal Savings and
1.tian Building.
The hostesses for the oc-
• casion were Mrs. B. R.
Adams, Mrs. Cecil Cleaver,
and NIES. Bill Adams.
The honoree chose to wear
an off white. pant ensemble
and was presented with a
,pecial corsage of baby items.
She opened her gifts for the
guests to view at a table
centered.- with a stork
itatuette.
Gaims were played and
prizes were presented to the
,k inners.
Ref reslunents of punch and
ike were served at the table
)%erlaid with a table cloth in
the baby theme.




Mrs. Paul Lord and
children, Larry Wayne and
1,atricia, of Gillette,
Wyoming, have been the
• guests of Mr. and Mrs. James
Belcher and Ellis Wrather of
Almo. Mrs. Lord is a great
niece of Mr. Wrather.
Murray Star Chapter
Has Inspection Meet
Murray Star No. 433 met on
Tuesday, May 24 at 7:30 p.m.
for a called meeting for the
purpose of Inspection by the
Worthy Grand Matron, Helen
J. Berry of the Grand Chapter
Order of the Eastern Star of
Kentucky. -
Other Grand Officers
present were: Bill Cates, Past
Grand Patron and Grand
Marshall of the Grand Lodge
of Kentucky; Mary Ann Cates,
Grand Conductress of the
Grand Chapter of Kentucky;
Ethylene tice, Grand
Chapter Committee Member
on Welfare; Doris Bradley,
Deputy Grand Matron of
District No. gR; Roy Maurer,
Deputy Grand Patron of





worthy patron, Clinton No. 539
Geneva Rouse, . worthy
matron, Brasburg Chapter
No. 454, District N.. 18, Audie
Mae Alexander, worthy
matron, Cuba Chapter No.
519; and Sue Thweatt, worthy
matron, Temple Hill No. 511,
were introduced.
Officers of Murray Chapter
Hear Ye! Hear Ye!





Wayne & Jill Hughes
2626 Count Fleet Loop
Owensboro, Kentucky
Number two grandson of you know who
(jack & Ardith Persall)
filling the following stations
were: Patricia Hendley,
worthy matron, Eunice
Henry, worthy patron, Twila
Coleman, associate matron,








chaplain pro-tern, Bea Henry,
Marshall, Mary Louise Short,
organist, Sandra Jones, Adah,
Eva Lamb, Ruth, Opal
Emerine, Esther, luda Hut-
son, Martha, Euldene
Robinson, Electa, Bobbie
Evans, Warder, and Charles
Jackson, Sentinel,
A social hour, hosted by the
Past Matrons and Past
Patrons Club, was enjoyed by
approximately sixty members
and visitors.
Tennis Pro Group To
Play Frillav Morning
Pairings for the Pro Group
of the Women's Tennis of the
Murray Country Club for play
on Friday, June 10 at nine a,
m. have been released as
follows:
Lanette Hunt, Patsy Oakley,









• Ham- lit a -Bowl - - - - -
- When all but the last pieces
have disappeared, build a
main course soup by adding
the leftover bits to canned
creamed soups such as mush-
room, celery, pea or aspara-
gus.
ot4
There's no need to wait until
July 4th... Traditional summer
clearance date...for we've reduced
hundreds of famous maker fashions.





Dress Pants 988 to1288
Originally 12.00-15.00





Olympic Plaza, Murray, Kentucky
ADUL rs
'4i1ERICA'S BEST PORTRAIT BUY"
24 COLOR PORTRAITS
SPLCI L 9495 PACK .)10E
2 — 8 x 10
4 — 3 x 5
18 — WALLET SIZE
I‘ItINI $300 DEPOSIT
II.11 CE PAID (TON DELIVERY
Sorry No Checks!




By Abigail Van Buren
Sex Meant for
Mature Partners
DEAR ABBY: I'm a 17-year-old girl who many times has
felt like going further than I should with a boy I really like.
Abby, I'm going to ask you a question I wish I could ask my
mother but can't because all I would get is a lecture.
Why should a girl be expected to wait until she's
married to have sex? We all have normal passions that get
stronger with adolescence. Married people have an outlet
for their sex, but what about unmarried people?
Other countries like Samoa permit permarital sex. Why
can't we? I can see logical reasons for not being
promiscuous, such as danger of venereal disease and
unwanted pregnancy, but when two people want sex and
know how to prevent disease and pregnancy, why the big
"No No"?
Our society is so advanced in other ways, but it insists
that unmarried people either suppress their normal sex
urges or pretend they don't exist.
If there is any good reason why kids who are in love
should refrain from premarital sex, I'd like to know what it
is.
SPEAKING FOR TEENS
DEAR SPEAKING: The big "No No" is not the
relationship between two normal, healthy, MATURE,
responsible people 'in lose"; it's the use of sex by the
immature, irresponsible. confused adolescent who
mistakes his first sexual stirrings for "love."
"Knowing" how to present unwanted pregnancies and
venereal disease is not enough to prevent them; witness
NO decline in illegitimacy even with the Pill. And in spite
of all the education concerning venereal disease, it's still a
major public health problem.
When you are ready to accept all the responsibilities and
commitments of "love" and a family, you will not ask me
what is wrong with premarital sex.
DEAR ABBY: I have worked at a service station for the
last seven months, and I never realized how rude and
thoughtless people can tic
I hope you can fjod it in, your heart to print these
suggestions for your readers to consider:
I. Please take a few seconds and roll down your window
and tell us what you wan) We don't have bionic ears and
we can't read lips. If you hold up five finger'. that could
mean five gallons of gas OR $5 worth.
-2. Don't—ask-TA to—clieZTTour oil WM you plan- to go
right home and put a quart In. We don't need the
eXperietree.11-you'can put oil in at home, you can Check -It
at home.
3. Please don't sit ther,with your door open while the
attendant is trying to w ash your windows.
4. When you finish using the air hose, please roll it back
up' and replace it on th., hanger.
5. If all you have is a Sli))) bill, please ask the attendantif
he is able to change it before he puts gas in your car. We
keep our cash thinned dos n, and it's very irritating when
someone gets a dollar's worth of gas and hands you a $100
bill.
6. If you want premium gas, please pull up to that pump.
We can't get premium gas out of a regular pump.
7. PLEASE don't complain to us about the price of gas.
We have nothing to do vkith the price. We just purrip it.
Thanks,lAbby. Even it vou don't print this, it sure felt
good to get this Off in). chest..





Babcock, Baby Boy I Mother
Karen G. m, Rt. 1 Puryear. Tn.,
Williams, Baby Boy ( Mother
Darlene K. ). 405 S 8th,
Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mickey I.. Cavitt, Rt. 2, Bx
12 Murray, Mrs:-Belinda K.
Burd, Rt. 3 Benton, Mrs.
Charlotte Robinson, Fern
Terrace I.odge, Murray,
Sharon A. Stokes, P. 0. Bx 48
Hazel, Mrs. Virginia I.
Milliken, 506 N. 1st Murray,
Mrs. Martha 1.. Green, IP N.
College Paris, Tn., William P.
McHugh, 1707 Olive Murray,
I HOSPITAL NEWS I
Jack Geurin, Rt. 3 Murray,
David 'A. Dornfield, 715
Goodman, Murray, Paul E.
McWherter, Bx, 20 Rt. 1
Puryear, Tn., Miss Shelley R.
Smith, Rt, 1 Puryear, Tn.,
Mrs. Ruby J. Majors, Rt. 2
Wingo, Mrs. Antha G. Tolbert
and Baby Boy, Rt. 1 Benton,
Miss Dianna L. Walker, Rt. 4
Camden, Tn., Robert L.
Boitnott, 603 Elm, Murray,
Mrs. Autumn F. McKinney„
321 Irvan Murray, Tony J.
Dalton, Rt. 1 Mayfield, Fred
Smith, 736 Nash Dr. 
Murray,
Mrs. Verba N. Paschall, Rt. 2!
Puryear, Tn., Hollis W.




Roses Luncheonette will be open at 6:00








Hot Biscuits & Gravy
Coffee
99c
We invite all you early risers to come by
our luncheonette and if you know something
that will make us better able to serve you
please feel free to tell us. It would be greatly
appreciated.
















MIX & MATCH SPORTSWEAR
Famous Nome Nationally Advertised
• JEAN TOPS • SHORTS • 1-TOPS





Famous Name Notionally Advertised
V • PANTS • SKIRTS • JACKETS
• BLAZERS
50% Off and More!
SWIM SUIT SALE
 1
Famous Name Notionally Advertised
V Solids and prints. Many
styles to choose from.
Regular 15.99 & 16.99 899
LINGERIE CLEARANCE
Famous Nome Notionlly Advertised 1/1
• • GOWNS • PAJAMAS 
to
• ROBES • lOUNGEWEAR 0/
• Regular 5.99 to 19.99 50 /0 off
SUMMER DRESS CLEARANCE 
Famous Name Nationally Advertised A nn/
V- • LONGS • JACKET DRESSES 14U 70 tO
• SUN DRESSES • JUMPSUITS
Regular 19.99 to 42.00 60% aff
SUMMER HANDBAGS
Here they °fel The beoulltu) summer
1100 handbags you've been waiting tor of a




BEHR S CHARGE•MASTER CHARGE•BANKAMER/CARD'imTGE
*OPEN /0 to 9 • SUN /2 30 to 5 30 ASTmAJrmcFay,R 
• cootabdter41 cuitek cuttub




• can verify the letters prior to
publication.
The newspaper reserves the
right to reject letters which do
not meet the above standards.
We do not always agree with
our syndicated and local colum-
nists. Again, we print their
opinions to provide a forum for
a wide-ranging expression of
thought.
Included in today's edition is
the final installment of a five-
part series entitled "Local
F tq al 4,1 V1/11011ated articles on this page are presented tor
, Purpose of providing a forum for the free exchange of differp.
letters to the editor in I-Caplan:a• to editortai, and
•Oiled arts are encoUragett
edltors Uus nerspaper Arodgis belies, that to ,trist
artnles to onli those txhitti parraltri the islitorio
of this ft...shaper %wild be a disSersit e to our trader.
vie otes rea4ers who funs! agree Mali On eartorial -tarsi or
Walter L. Apperson, publisher MURRAY NEWSPAPERS, Inc R. Gene McCutcheon, editor :f 
Ira, Presented an mit, tdual .riter in koluntra to respond
,f teeitflus on Me parts 1/14r l•Niac lieltS: 41, kr,.,1
OPINION PAGE‘
Page 5 — Thursday Afternoon, June 9, 1977
EDITOR 1.11,
We Don't Agree
With All We Print
The Murray Ledger & Times
does not necessarily agree with
all the opinions we print. We
would not be Much of a
newspaper if we refused to
print anything with which we
disagree.
On this page, which we call
the "Opinion Page," many dif-
ferent viewpoints come from
three different sources: from
us (the newspaper), from you
(the reader) and from them
(syndicated and special colum-
nists nol, on the regular
newspaper staff).
While we print many dif-
ferent views, only those pieces
which are headed "editorial"
are the opinions of the editorial
staff of The Murray Ledger &
Times.
Even if we disagree, we print
letters and "Open Forum" ar-
ticles. We ask only that the let-
ters be in good taste, of
reasonable length and free of
slander.
The letters must be signed
and carry the address of the
writer. Phone numbers must be
included so-era-the newsPaPer—opiniolcated — it elffs thIF
regularly appear on this page,
are presented for the benefit of
you, the reader.
If you differ with an editorial,
letter or a columnist and wish
to express another viewpoint,
we encourage you to do so in
writing.
Just address your letter to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times, P. 0. Box 32, Murray,
Ky., 42071.
It's your opinion we value the
most!
Issues Forum" in which
various writers have argued
different sides of the same
question. Topics included in the
series, which is partially fun-
ded by the Kentucky
Humanities Council and jointly
sponsored by this newspaper
and the College of Humanistic
Studies at Murray State
University, have ranged from
the legalization of alcohol sales
locally to today's topic, abor-
tion.
Response to the series from
readers has been encouraging.
We have been approached
many times since the first pro-
con series appeared and asked
"What's your topic going to be
this week."
We feel that this series has
been informative and helpful to
our readers and, if you agree,
we urge you to let us know.
The series has been a pilot
project of the KHC, MSU and
this newspaper. We hope to
reinstitute the series next fall
for a full year.
This series, as well as other
LOCAL ISSUES FOR UM
ABORTION
Pro. . .
(Continued From Page 1)
willing to risk their reputation and
career by performing illegal abortions.
It means that, once again, the affluent
members of society will have the
advantage. They will have no difficulty
in taking care of the needs of their
children ( i.e. getting a qualified M. D.
to perform an abortion). They never
have.
Lower income groups will have to
take their chances with quacks or other
less-skilled medical aides, and often in
unsanitary operating situations. At
worst, of course, are the tragic and
often fatal attempts of self-induced
abortive techniques.
It is reported that before the 1973 law
an estimated 3000 women died each
year in abortion attempts. This was
from a total of an estimated one million
wernen who underwent illegal abortiont
each year. And not all those who wished
to have abortions got them. Bumpus
Con• • •
Continued From Page 1)
have consequences for others. The
exercise of individual freedom must
take into account the effects of one's
decisions and actions upon others in
close relationship as well as those even
farther removed or society as a whole.
The fourth is the value or principle of
sexual responsibility. Despite
remarkable advances in birth control
techniques, persons who are sexually
intimate must still reckon with the
possibility of pregnancy. Sexual
responsibility entails a mutal trust and
concern. The test of that trust and the
integrity of that relationship may well
express itSelf in terms of the couple's
ability to agree upon how they might
deal with an unwanted pregnancy.
Persons facing the possibility of an
unwanted pregnancy who take
seriously these four principles will be
more responsible, will make better
decisions, and feel better about
themselves. In contrast to the law
which concerns private rights, I am
talking about a morardecision and an
eventuality that must of necessity
involve at least two persons ( the
mother and the father. This four-fold
approach will, I believe, help a woman
or a couple meet the risk or the
dilemma with more openness and -
freedom and less capriciousness and
less likelihood or moral regret than
•
and Westoff, of the Princeton
Population Council, concluded that, in
the 1960s, one-fifth of all births were
unwanted. This amounted to 700,000
annually.
Critics of abortion generally see it as
an exclusively negative happening — a
means of non-fulfillment only. While
the facts may be that abortion, like any
other means of birth control, can lead to
fulfillment in the life of a woman. In the
words of Garrett Hardin, a professor of
biology at Berkeley, ". . . a woman who
aborts this year because she is in poor
health, neurotic, economically
harrassed, unmarried, on the verge of
divorce, or immature may well decide
to have some other child five years
from now — a wanted child. If her need
for abortion is frustrated, she may
never know the joy of a wanted child."
I can do no less than to heartily
endorse this position. It is a truly,
humane perspective.
may otherwise be the case.
Couples who exercise sexual
responsibility will be more cautious and
less likely to encounter an unwanted
pregnancy. If they should, hopefully
they will be sensitive to the basic value
of human life, but also aware of the
impact of that pregnancy upon the
quality of their life and relationships.
Psychological factors, financial
considerations, and populations
pressures cannot be ruled out as
legitimate reasons for an abortion.
These four principles do, however,
guard against rash or precipitous
decisions to terminate life for matters
of convenience or social
embarrassment — i. e. as masks for
irresponsibile sexuality.
They also provide a way of dealing
with extreme and unusual cases, as for
example that of a severely deformed
unborn, that of pregnancy as a result of
rape or incest, or that of cases where
pregnancy threatens the life or health
of the tnother.
The, main focus of my position has
been on persons' responsibility before
the pregnancy occurs. I believe that
abortion is - though the surest - an
exceedingly poor and inappropriate
means of birth control. And it does not
get at the basic issues of individual
responsibility and mature sexual
responsibility.
Garrott's Galley
We Can't Say Our Governor
Wastes Time Playing Golf
By M. C. Garrott
There are a lot of things Kentucky
Gov. Julian Carroll does better than
play golf. His critics certainly could
never accuse him of spending too much
time on a course.
Not long ago, he was playing on the
course at Kentucky Dam Village State
Park. As has been the practice of late,
several security men were ac-
companying him.
Paducah Sun-Democrat reporter Bill
Bartleman was at the course to talk
with the governor about some par-
ticular story he was working on. Bill
was sitting under a tree waiting for the
governor's foursome to come in on the
long, uphill, dogleg 18th hole.
As the governor hacked his way
toward the hole, the security men
noticed someone sitting beneath a tree
near the green and rushed ahead to
investigate. They quickly recognized
Bill, who has become a familiar figure
in Frankfort.
"I'll bet you didn't know who I was,"
Bill called out as the two men drove up
in a golf cart.
"Oh, we recognize you all right," one
of them said. "We were just coming to
warn you that the governor is getting
ready to hit again."
+++
If I had an Honest Abe of the Week
Award to present, I would give it this
week to Charles Fleck, 400 South 16th
Street.
On Memorial nay, Charles ac-
cidentally backed into our No. 1 car
whileirWril parked at7rwertilVfail-if
and badly damaged, the right rear
fender panel. Cathryn didn't evenInow
it until she walked around it after
driving into the garage at home.
Heart-sick for a moment at the
thought of a big repair bill for
something she didn't even know had
occurred, she looked to see if whomever
had done it had left a note and found one
from Charles with his name, address
and telephone number. It had been
tucked under the windshield wiper.
It turned out that both Charles and I
are insured with the same company.
The car is being repaired. We have no
problems. 
So manymany times, people bang into
other people's cars in parking lots and
drive away without leaving a note, card
or anything, leaving the unlucky owner
of the unoccupied car to bear the ex-
pense of repairing his car. This is a
punishable crime, too, leaving the
scene of an accident no matter how
minoikit is.
So, we commend and thank Charles
for his thoughtfulness. He deserves the
Hqnest Abe Award.
+ + 4-
All of which reminds me of the story
which appeared in the press some time
back about a similar incident.' A man
had backed into a parked car, and the
accident had been witnessed by a
number of people, several of whom
walked over to inspect the damage with
him.
After looking at the crumpled fender
or smashed headlight, whatever it was,
the man who had caused the damage
pulled a notebook from his pocket and
began to write as the others drifted
a Nay. Later, the owner of the damaged
car returned to find this note on his
windshield:
"I am sorry I backed into your car
and damaged it. A number Of people
saw me do it and are watching now as I
write this note. They think I am giving
you my name, address and insurance
Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, June ninth, the
160th day of 1977. There are 205 days left
in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in Norway's arn)
surrendered to the German army in
World War II.
On this date:
In the year 68, the Roman emperor,
Nero, committed suicide.
In 1815, the Congress of Vienna ended
after dealing with the territorial and
governmental problems resulting from
the Napoleonic wars.
In 1942, in World War II, the United
States and Britain set up a joint war
production and resources board.
In 1971, the United States and Japan
announced final agreement on terms
for the return of the island of Okinawa
to Japan.
Ten years ago: Gamal Abdel Nasser
resigned as president of Egypt after his
country was defeated in a war with
Israel.
Five years ago: U.S. jets struck near
the North Vietnamese cities of Hanoi
and Haiphong in the most concentrated
attacks in the strategic areas in four
years.
Today's birthdays: World Bank
President Robert McNamara is 61
Actor Robert Cummings is 67.
Thought for today: I see that fashion
wears out more apparel than the man
William Shakespeare, 1564-1616.
F.
company, but I'm not about to do that. I
Elm sorry I hit your car and I promise to
oe more careful next time." There was
no signature, address or telephone
number.
Luckily, one of the witnesses did
remember his license number and the
culprit. was later arrested and charged
with leaving the scene of an accident.
+++
You can't say you've lost something
you never had in the first place. At
least, that's Mabel Rogers' philosophy.
Last Friday, Mabel had been playing
her usual round of golf at the Oaks
Country Club. The afternoon had been
extremely hot, and as she headed for
Cardinal Drive and home, the thought
occurred to her that she needed logo by
Southside IGA and pick up a loaf of a
particular kind of bread that Hillard
likes,
"I'll do that later," she decided and
headed for the house and a refreshing
shower. The loaf of bread soon was
forgotten. She never did go get it.
Late Saturday afternoon, her phone
rang. It was the manager of Southside
IGA. Had she had her card punched at
the store that week, he asked. No, she
hadn't. He was calling to tell her that
her name had been drawn for the
store's weekly cash award. It had
reached $400.
"He had a consolation prize for me,"
she said, but that turned out to be a
pretty expensive loaf Of bread: And
come to think of it, I ilidn'eeven get
that -
Later,. the phone rang . steadily as
friends called to kid her about losing the
$400, but kidding rolls off Mabel like
water off a duck's back. She just laughs
and says, "Well, I never had it, so I
couldn't have lost it.,If it had been in my
purse and I had lost that, now that
would have been a horse of another
color. They probably would have had to
bury me!"
10 Years Ago
The Board of Directors of the Bank of
Murray has announced the retirement
of George Hart as president of the
institution. He - has directed the
activities of the bank for nearly thirty-
five years.
A famous "floating" kindergarten
that finally found a home won national
recognition for a group of Kentucky
women when the Murray Woman's
Club of Murray received the third place
national award in the General
Federation of Women's Clubs — Shell
Oil Company Education program at the
general club convention at San
Francisco, Calif. The club received
$1,000 for the award, and Mrs. Donald
Keller, Murray club vice-president,
was present to accept the award.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Martha
Cunningham.
Miss Janice Gayle Paschall and Billy
Rue Nix were married May 28 at the
Murray Woman's Club House with
Roberto. Miller officiating.
20 Years Ago
Murray Mayor George Hart presided
at the meeting of the Murray City
Council. Among the items on the
agenda was a report by Dennis Taylor,
City Park superintendent, on the
activities and problems for the summer
recreational programs at the park.
Summer School at the Murray
Training School will open on June 10,
according to Mac G. MacRaney,
director of the school.
Wylene Jones, Pamela Mahan,'
Martha Lamb, Diane Elkins, and Mary
Erwin, all of Murray, have registered
for the annual Dixie National Baton
Twirling Institute at-the University of
Mississippi.
Births reported include a girl, Janet
Lee, to Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Usrey on
May 28, and a girl, Traca Lynn, to Mr.




Murray Ledger & Times Editor
It always impresses us when
someone who is supposed to be an
expert shrugs his shoulders and admits
he doesn't know the answer to some
question.




for elementary and secondary teachers
will be offered June 13-18 and August 8-
13 in TVA's Land Between The Lakes,
the 170,000-acre public outdoor area in
western Kentucky and Tennessee.
Designed for school personnel and
group leaders, the workshops can be
taken for college credit through Murray
State University. Central focus of the
workshops will be on techniques of
using the out-of-doors as a teaching
tool; identification of supplementary
materials for use with envitonmental
education programs; curriculum
development skills; identification of
resource personnel , and agencies
having expertise and services relating
to environmental education; methods
of using environmental education as a
supplement to existing curriculum
areas; and techniques of localizing
Kentucky Closeup
erivironnieriLif education programs to
meet the needs of local schools.
For further information contact TVA,
Land Between The Lakes, Golden
Pond, KY 42231, telephone 502-924-5602.
0+0
Judge Archie Simonson of Madison,
Wis., has brought down the wrath of the
National Organization for Women and a
lot of other people for his attitude
r toward a 15-year-old boy accused of
rape, and he deserves it. To say that the
boy was reacting normally to sexual
stimulation is nonsense.
The judge is right about one thing,
however. Society is indeed going
through a period of sexual
permissiveness. Youngsters are
growing up today in an atmosphere of
sexual freedom that is a far cry from
what prevailed a generation ago.
Advocates of a more relaxed attitude
toward sexual subjects insist that less
prudery is healthy in the long run. For
the sake of adolescents who are
growing up today, we can only hope
they're right. As for the violent crime of
rape, a judge who would shift the blame
to permissiveness in society is out of
step with the morality of this and any
other age.
Harm On The Ranch
By GEORGE W. HACKETT
Associated Press Writer
FT. KNOX, Ky. (API — Ray Harm is
back • in the saddle again, but ranching
doesn't interfere with his work in the
field of wildlife art.
"Nothing could ever keep me away
from my brushes and canvas" Harm
said. "They've given me the op-
portunity to express my emotions and
feelings about nature and the things I
love."
He paints about six hours a day and
still has time to run a 150 acre dude
ranch in the mountains near Tucson.
There are 18 large rooms and a 3,200
foot landing strip for the use of guests
and their private planes.
"It's our new home," said Harm,
explaining that he and his wife Millie
were forced to leave Bell County, Ky.,
last June after doctors decided she
would have less trouble with asthma in
a drier climate.
"Millie likes to fool around with
gourment food and I was a rodeo rider
for a number of years, so we've got a
pretty good operation going," Harm
said.
After leaving his native West Virginia
mountains at the age of 13 he drjfted
into the rodeo circuit, competing from
Pendleton, Ore., to Madison Square
Garden. 1,
He never. got beyond the sixth grade
and admits. that "not-having a formal
education has been a handicap for me. I
wouldn't recommend dropping out the
Way I did." 4
j Harm was a truck driver in Clevelanu
when his sketches caught the attention
of Louisville auto dealer Wood Hannah,
He commissioner Harm to do a series of
paintings, then persuaded him to settle
in .Kentucky in 1962. They later formed
a company to market prints, which
have soared in value over the years.
A print' of an eagle and osprey in
flight, which sold originally for $75, now
has an asking price of $3,000. There are
only 500 in existance, although the
company can run off a maximum 5,000
copies of a Harm sketch before
destroying the plate.
"I'm probably the only wildlife artist
in America who doesn't work from
photographs," Harm said an he relaxed
in the library at this Army post. He had
come here to sign his latest print, a
commemorative golden eagle, which
was sold to help raise funds for the
Patton Museum.
"I go about painting the hard way" he
said. "I spend a lot of time in the field,
observing birds and animals at their
water holes and feeding places.
Meantime, other wildlife artists, who
rely on photos, are back in their studios
brushing up on their style: they can turn
out work faster than I can.
He has made a lot of money but Harm
remains a modest man.
"In another 10 years, I will be
painting as well as some of the other
fellows. I'm speaking of the academic
point of view. The scientific cornmunity




Ye shall be witnesses unto me
both in Jerusalem, and in all Judea,
and in Samaria, and unto the utter-
tcriost part of the earth. Acts 18.
Vv'itnes,,es to ( bo,1 And fp.,
it surrection indeed gimp into
all the world and brought new
to All who hidipt.cii
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Q. Mrs TJ writes that she
has been reading of the
widespread neglect in the
proper immunization of
children against contagious
diseases and finds it difficult to
believe She wants to know the
recommended schedule by
physicians for childhood im-
muruzahons
A. A widespread apathy
does exist among the public
toward ,needed immunizations
of children This problem
needs prompt atttintion,
It is estimated that about 20
million children (40 per cent of
those under 15 years of age)
•
By F1 L BlasinKame M
are not fully protected against
senous contaimus diseases
The dangers to our children
are serious and real Recently.
two youngsters died of
diphtheria in New York City.
Two epidemics of measles oc
curred a few months ago in
separate major cities Measles
often causes brain damage and
may be related to the later
development of multiple
scientists
This spring and summer •
polio may reappear Prior to
1955 this dread disease cnp-
ped and killed thous:m(4 of
childrtn and aome adults t•
Whooping cough will occa
sionally prove fatal to children
if protection Ls not increased
'German measles :rubella: if
it occurs in early pregnancy
often results in senous birth
defects such as mental retar-
dation. deafnets, and blindness
Accidents will result in cases
of tetanus or lockjaw (about 50
per cent fatal) if irnmuniza
,_tiosb. which are highly effec-
tive, are not administered
It has been estimated that
worldwide preventable infec-
tious diseases kill about five
million children and cripple
millsirc of others principally
J L Blasingame, MD
in developing nations
The American Academy of
Pediatrics recommends the
following schedule of prn
ITI unuations
At 2 to 4 months of age 189'
tdiphtheria, whooping cough
and tetanus or lockjaw , and
polio. at 15 months, measles
truheola). German measles
:rubella( and mumps at II
months and again at 6 ,.-ear , of
age. 1../I'T and polio and finally
at 1440 16 yearl of agx4 polo)
and tetanus
A vigorous. persistent .piltyht
education Pmgrarrt nuld 1.•
helpful
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Major i .eague
Leaders
By The Associated Press
American League
BATTING 125 at bats )—
Carew, Min, .381; Fisk, Bsn,
.343; Bailor, Tor, .340;
Bostock, Mm, .335; Singleton,
Bal, .333.
RUNS--Fisk, Bsn, 43;
Carew, Min, 39; Bonds, Cal,
38; Cowens, KC, 38;
ReJackson, NY, 37; Hisle,
Min. 37.
RUNS BATTED IN—Hisle,
Min, 52; Rudi, Cal, 42; Zisk,
Chi, 41; Hobson, Bsn, 40;
Munson, NY, 40; Cowens, KC,
40.
HI —Carew, Min, 82;
Yount, I, 69; Chambliss,
NY, 66; . lunson, NY, 66;
Hisle, Min, 66.
DOUBI ES—McRae, KC,
17; Lemon, Chi, 16; Bostock,
Mm, 14; Carew, Mm, 14;
}lisle, 1in, 14.
TRIPLES— Carew, Min, 8;
Cowens, KC, 6; Randolph, NY,
5: 8 Tied With 4.
HOME RUNS—Zisk, Chi,
15: Hisle, MM, 14; Nettles,
NY, 13; Rice. Bsn, 12; GScott,
Bsn, 12; ReJackson, NY, 12;
Bonds, Cal, 12; Dregs, Oak, 12.
STOI,EN BASES—Remy,
Cal, 19: Patek, KC, 17;
JNorris, ('ie. 16; LeFlore, Det,
12: Rivers, NY, 12; Bonds,
Cal. 12.
PITCHING (6 Decisions )—
Tanana, Cal. 9-2. .818, 1.99;
Castro, Mil, 7-2, .778, 4.67;
Rozema, Det, 6-2, .750, 2.68;
To-Johnson, Min, 6-2, .750,
1.84; Tidrow, NY,. 5-2, .714,
1.92; Knapp. Chi, 5-2, .714,
4.91; !ARO). KC. 5-2_714, 3.19;
Burgriwier, Min,.5-2,.7,14, 3.15.
STRIKF,OUTS—I4an, Cal,
143; Tanana, Cal. 99;
/Ay tev en, _ 80; Palmer. _
Bid, 73; Eck_ersley, Cie, 66.
'
National League -
BATTING i 125 . at bats )—
Trillo, Chi, .379; Parker, Pgh,.
.355; Simmons,- Stl„ .328;
Scott, StL, .325; Luzinski, Phi,
.324.
RUNS—Smith, LA, 49;
Winfield, SD, 49; Morgan, CM,
41; Tmpleton, StI., 40; Griffey,
Cin. 39; Rose, Cin, 39..
RUNS BATTED IN—Coy,
LA, 51; Winfield, SD, 46;
Burroughs. Atl, 44'; Garvey,
LA, 43; Parker, Pgh, 42.
FLITS—Parker, Pgh, 72;
Winfield, SD, 72; Garvey, LA,
69; Trillo, Chi, 66; Tmpleton,
Stl„ 66.
DOUBLES—Cromrtie, Mtl,
21; Reitz, Stl„ 18; Parker,
Pgh, 16; Rose, Cin, 16;
1,uzinski, Phi, 15.
TRIPLES—Brock, Sit., 5;
Tmpleton, Stl., 5; Almon, SD,
5; Winfield, SD, 5; Maddox,
Phi, 4; Mumphry, StL, 4;
G Richards, SD, 4; Foli, SF, 4.
HOME RUNS—Cey, LA, 14;
Smith, LA, 14; Burroughs, Atl,
13; GFoster, CM, 12; Winfield,
SD, 12.
STOLEN BASES—Taveras,
Pgh, 24; Cedeno, Htn, 21;
Cabell, Htn, 20; Morgan, CM,
19; Moreno, Pgh, 18; Royster,
Atl, 18; Lopes, LA, 18.
PITCHING (6 Decisions)—
Denny, Stl„ 7-0, 1.000, 3.22;
Candlria, Pgh, 7-1, .875, 1.66;
Rau, LA, 6-1, .857, 4.02;
Rhoden, LA, 8-2, .800, 4.33;
RReuschel, Chi, 7-2, .778, 3.13;
RForsch, Stl„ 7-2, .778, 4.03;
DSutton, LA, 7-2.- .778, 2.63;
Lerch, phi, 5-2, .714,4.20.
STRIKEOUTS—Rogers,
Mtl, 90; PNiekro, AU, 70;
Koosman, NY, 67; Seaver,
NY, 66; Halicki, SF, 63. .
t 10 OPEN HOME SEASON FRIDAY—The Murray American Legion team, which ploys a twinbiN tonight at Paris, will open its home
-baseball season with two games against Paris Friday in Holland Stadium. The first contest will begin at 6:30 p.m. There are no ad-
missions charged to the games but donations will be accepted. Members of the team are beck row, left to right, Cleo Sykes,
manager, Brad Taylor, Larry Watkins, Jeff Oakley, Dean Cherry, Tommy Chavis, Alan Gibbs, Bill Cherry, assistant coach, and
Randy Oliver, head coach. Front row, Keith Edwards, Donny Rogers, Kenneth McCuiston, Bill Wilson, Kim Sims, Bob Thurman,
Mickey McCuiston, Paul Robertson and Mike Utley. Not present were Joe Groves and David Stephenson.
(Staff hot* by WW1 tramles)




What can be more insidious
than man's ingratitude to
man?
"It's a question I have to ask
myself every day," says Bill
Daniels, Denver
communications pioneer who
"Lyle was like a brother to
me," Daniels said. "I took an
interest in him while he was
still in prison. He had great
potential as a fighter. I saw
possibilities of rehabilitating
him on the strength of his
boxing ability.
"I used all the influence I
Loa a_14_1111-11ion !Akin to iget_him paajoned,
naive venAre into big time
profes-giOnal sports - —
particularly basketball and
boxing. •
"I am not bitter, just
disillusioned," added the
energetic head of Daniels
Properties, Inc., which has a
network of cable television
subscribers in 14 cities and
five states. "I learned a
lesson. I found that faith and
trust are scarce commodities
in _today's itflated sports
market.
"Most athletes are out for
everything they can get. Few
have acompunction about
keeping their word. Contracts
and understandings are just
things made to wiggle out of.
"For me, it has been a
shattering experience."
The experience mainly
encompassed the Utah Stars
of the now defunct American
Basketball Association and
two ranking heavyweights, ex-
convict Ron Lyle and the






Athletic Booster Club will
meet at 7:30 p.m. Friday at
North Calloway.
Officers for the club will be
elected and installed at the
meeting.
North Elementary is on 16th
Street Extended and all
interested persons are urged
to attend the meeting.
the governor_ of Colorado. I
promised him, a shot` at the
title. I fulfilled that promise.
Ron had a lead on Muhammad
All on every official card until
he got carelss i the 11th round
and was knocked out.
"Then one day he came up
to me and said he wanted out
of our contract. It was like a
Russell Hitched
MERCER ISLAND, Wash.
( AP ) — Bill Russell, the
former Seattle SuperSonics
co'ach general manager, has
married Didi Anstett, 29, a
former Miss USA.
The ceremony was limited
to family and close friends,
including Russell's three
childrer by a previous
marriage, according to the
bride's mother, Mrs. Duane
Anstett. Ceremonies were
held at Russell's Mercer
Island home.
Russell, who left his jobs
with the National Basketball
Association club after the
1976-77 season, reportedly has
known the former Miss
Anstett for about seven years.
She was Miss USA in 1968 and
fourth in the Miss Universe
competition that year.
It was her first marriage
and his second.
BASKETBALL
NEW YORK — Larry
Moffett of Nevada-Las Vegas,
Freeman Williams of
Portland State and Earl
Holmes of Los Angeles
Mission Junior College







Make the most of the shortest
two weeks in the year.
A CI 1 loan can make the difference hemeen staying home or getting away
for a well-earned xacation. Maybe you need extra gioney to buy a trailer or a boat.
Or some new camping equipment. We'll try to heip you get the cash you need
and arrange payments that fit your budget. So that the shortest two weeks of the
year can also be the best two weeks of the year.
Everyday loans forFINANCIAL everyday living.
Southside Shopping Ctr. Tel 753-6702 An i qti.iIOpporiuniy Company
son saying, 'Well, dad, I don't
like you any more. I am going
away."
The experience with Bobick
was- every bit as
disheartening, Daniels said.
"Before the 1972 Olympics,
everybody was promising
Doane a Cadillac and $200,000
—bonus _to_ the
, G.a&ss," ., be. ;elated.: 7-They.
were sure he would win and be
a big pro drawing card. But he
lost and, when he returned
home, he found that all those
fancy offers had disappeared.
Nobody wanted to talk to him.
"That's when I signed him. I
gave him good training and
coaching, paying him $1,000 a
month expenses. Then, after
his 24th fight, he came to me
and said he wanted to go to Joe
Frazier.
"I figure I lost $70,000 on
Bobick alone."
Sign Two, Release Two
TAMPA, Fla. i AP) — The
Tampa Bay Buceaneers ha% e
released two players and
signed two free agents in
continuing efforts to improve
their National . Football
League team that was winless
last season.
The Bucs released
linebacker Frank Marion and
placekicker Sergio Albert.
Added were veteran offensive
guard Roger Bernhardt and
rookie tight end Dana
Nafziger.
Sports Deals









NEW ORLEANS SAINTS —
Tom Blanchard, punter, came
out of retirement; cut Rod
Foster, defensive back; Bruce
Hemphill, wide receiver; J. D.
Holmes, defensive tackle; Jim
Kubacki, quarterback; John
Monroe, running back; Jerry
Reese,- defensive back; Louis
Ross, defensive end; and
Dave Shamblin, wide
receiver.
NEW YORK JETS — Signed
Joe Klecko, defensive tackle.
SEATTLE SEAHAWKS —
Signed Bill Westbeld, tackle.
BASEBALL
American League
TORONTO BLUE JAYS —
Placed Bill Singer, pitcher, on
the 21-day disabled list;




Signed Ray Corbett and Jack
Hudson, catchers: Tony
Walker, shortstop and Chris
Wells, pitcher.
PHILADELPHIA
PHILLIES — Signed Ed Neal.







Traded Swen Nater, center,
and a first round draft choice
( 13th over-all) to the Buffalo
Braves for the Braves first
pick ( 3rd over-all (in the NBA
draft.
Buy one of these 4.5 through 20-
horsepower Merc fishing engines
(including our three electric start
models) before June 30 . . . and
we'll give you a case of the
world's finest two-cycle oil, Mer-
cury Quicksilver Formula 50.
That's enough for a year's fishing
for the average owner.
FOOLPROOF
You can't lose no matter which
Merc fishing model you choose.
All give you great economy with
quick-starting Thunderbolt solid-
state capacitor discharge ignition
and long lasting Perma Gap
plugs. All give xou quiet, smooth
operation with let Prop exhaust
and Dyna Float aircraft-type sus-
pension. All give you dependable
operation with Merc's famous
shock-absorbing propeller hub..:
the one that absorbs underwater
impact . . .'ariducloesn't need an
old fashioned shear pin.
The communications
executive took his biggest
bath in the old ABA, a venture
that he figures cost. him close
to $4 million.
The Stars were in the
cellar some 17 or 18 games out
of first place in 1970 when I
brought the franchise from
„Los Atigeles to Utah," hesaid,
...We 'made the playoffs. Then
we set a first-year attendance
record for p?O basketball.
-.From there, we went on to
win the ABA championship. I
thought something was wrong
when our star, Bill Sharman,
failed to attend the victory
party. Two weeks later he
Avised us he was leaving the
team to join the Los Angeles
',alters in the NBA."
.'The ethical structure of
sports is decaying," Daniels
irsisted. "The courts haven't
made a single favorable
decision to the owners.
They're killing pro sports. A
player's word means
nothing."
Ryan Goes 10 Innings, Fans




Wednesday night striking out
19 Toronto batters in 10
innings, but all he got to show
for it was a no-decision.
"That's the best I have ever
seen ;lan pitch," said
Califo Manager Norm
Sherry. "It was as,easy as he's
ever thrown': That's the way
Sandy _1(oufax used to pitch,
nice and easy."
Ryan, who tied a career
high with the 19 strikeouts,
was not around when Bobby
Grich led off the 13th inning
with a home run, giving
California a 2-1 victory over
the Blue Jays. The right-
hander with the blazing
fastball was relieved by Dave
LaRoche in the 11th and left
the park before the game
ended.
Ryan struck out 18 in nine
innings but was trailing 1-0
until Bobby Bonds' two-out
single in the ninth tied the
score. Both Ryan and Toronto
starter Jesse Jefferson
carried no-hitters into the
sixth inning.
Twins 9, Royals 8, 10 innings
Hisle took over the major
league runs batted in lead with
52 after collecting four RBI
against the Royals. He hit a
three-run homer in the first in
addition to his decisive shot
opening the 10th.
Hisle's winning homer came
after teammate Glenn
Borgmann tied the score 8-8
with a two-run homer in the
bottom of the ninth =c-•
• John - Mayberry, -hit - two
homers for the Royals, who
felt seven games behind the
first place Twins in the- -AL
West.
Red Sox 14, Orioles 5
The Red Sox' 11-run second
was their biggest inning of the
year but not the biggest of the
season at Fenway Park.
Cleveland scored 13 runs in
one inning in April.
The one hipme run of the
game.,_ was hit by Butch
Hobson, a three-run shot in the
big second.
Rangers 6, White Sox 1
Blyleven broke a personal
five-game losing 'streak in
beating the White Sox.
Blyleven, 5-7, gave up a
leadoff homer to Ralph Garr
in the opening inning, then
settled down to an 0. ht-
strikeout performance. T
Harrah and Tom Grieve
homered for the Rangers.
Yankees 9, Brewers 2
New York took over first
place in the AL East by one
game behind Mike Torrez'
five-hitter. Torrez, 7-4,
received home run support
from Bucky Dent, who
slammed two homers, giving
him four in three games,
Reggie Jackson, who also
belted his fourth homer in
three games, and Roy White.
Seattle 3, Tigers 2
Carlos Lopez' two-run
homer in the eighth gave the
Mariners their vietory.
Ruppert Jones also homered
in support of Mike Kekich's
strong four innings of relief
pitching.
A's 3, Indians 2
Mike Jorgensen's two-run
double in the seventh won the
game for Oakland, which
snapped Dennis Eckersley's
three-game winning streak.
Eckersley had allowed just




1977 Ford Thunderbird. Red, 3000 miles, automatic,
power steering and brakes, stereo radio, wire wheel
covers. Local VW trade-in.
1976 Chrysler Cordoba, 2 door, brown meta& with
beige vinyl top, beige leather interior, wire wheel
covers, cruise control, tilt wheel, 8 tract stereo, fac-
tory air, power steering and brakes. Local one
owner - Audi trade-in.
1975 Buick Le Sabre convertible, blue-white top, white
leaterette interior, loaded with accessories in-
cluding tilt wheel and cruise control. One owner —
new VW trade-in.
1974 Buick Electra 225,4 door hardtop, loaded with ac-
cessories. Tennessee trade-in.
1974 Jeep CJ5, 4 wheel drive Renegade, 26,000 miles.
Local trade-in.
1974 Audi 100LS, 4 door automatic, green-beige in-
terior, air conditioner, AM/FM radio, 29,000 miles.
Original spare — never been on the ground.
1975 Plymouth Gold Duster, 2 door, autpwatic, 6 crin-
der, power steering, air Conditioned, 30,000 miles.
New VW trade-in. .
• 1974 Plymouth Duster, 6 cylinder, automatic, air con-
ditioning, nice local trade-in.
1973 Ford Maverick, 6 cylinder automatic, air corr
ditioning. Local trade-in.
1972 Chevrolet Impala, 4 door sedan, power steering
and brakes, factory air. Audi trade-in.
We have an excellent inventory of nice used large and
small cars that have recently been traded-in en VW's
and Audi's. Como by Monday through Satwday 7:30
a. m. to 11:311 p. m. and talk to Mike kanneck, Ed
Carroll or Tommy Carroll for any of your tran-
sportation needs.
Carroll VW-Audi











Clip this ad from the
newspaper and take
it to one of the
participating dealers
listed below.
















`)05 W Main St
vVest Frankt&I IL 62896
16181932-3535
. and your hands are free for
fishing with Merc's twist-grip
throttle and "troll set." Plus "gliiie
angle" design and "shallow wa-
ter drive" to let you get in where
the fish lite to hide.
INVEST NOW
A case of Mercury Quicksilver
Formula 50 is worth about $20.00
(suggested retail). Mixed at our
recommended 50:1 ratio, that's
enough for 120 gallons of gas.
And the way these Merc's
squeeze hours out of every drop,
that's a lot of running on our
money.
This offer is limited to June 30.
Come in now, pick your Merclish-
ing engine, and let us set you up
in the best oi! deal you've seen
in a long time.
P.S. No law says you can't try to





























































Padres, Cards Win 3-0
By PAUL LeBAR
AP Sports Writer
ST. LOUIS g( AP) — St. Louis pitcher Eric Rasmussen
believed he ha,d firm control of his own destiny — except for a
few sinking seconds.
Then, following a 50-minute rain delay in the seventh
inning of a 3-0 Cardinals victory over the San Diego Padres,
he was less than certain. Wednesdaynight.
"Pete Falcone came out and said, 'Vern told me to tell you
you're out of the game," said Rasmussen, who winced in
recalling the bogus message from Manager Vern Rapp.
"I said, 'No way," added the tall right-hander. "Then I
looked at him and knew he was putting me on. There was no
way I was going to come out of that game."
Rasmussen, 4-7, subsequently capped a seven-hitter,
breezing to the finish by working past two San Diego singles
in the ninth.
And, while en route to his staff-high fourth complete game
for St. Louis, he fanned two and walked none to improve his
control mark to 1.9 walks per nine-inning game.
Did Rasmussen's shutout, the fourth of his three-season
National League career and secondbf the year, represent his
best major league effort..?
"It was one of them," he responded. "I've got four
shutouts, two against this _club. The game last year, when I
shut out Cincinnati for 10 innings, was probably my best.
( Fred) Norman shut us out for 10 innings, then we beat
( Rawly) Eastwick in the 11th by 1-0."
Rasmussen, relying chiefly on recently cultivated
additional movement with his fast ball, permitted the Padres
two hits in only the sixth and final innings and was helped by
two Cards double plays.,
teanunatesNmeanwhile, broke through against left-
hander Randy Jonas, 4-6, for a run in the second inning and
combed San Diego's 1976 NL Cy Young Award winner for two
more in the fourth.
Ken Reitz' double over the first base bag and line-hugging
triple, which rolled into foul territory in right field, keyed the
two rallies, with Keith Hernandez also chipping in a triple.
"They were both sinkers on the outside of the plate," said
Reitz, a right-handed hitter. "I didn't hit them off the end of
my bat, but I didn't get much wood on them either."
A frustrated Jones, who underwent arm surgery last
winter, could grumble only "itstinks" when considering his
ill luck but Padresirlanager Al Dark was not similarly upset.
"They were funny-looking things," said Dark of Reitz' hits,
"butEm so thankful his (Jones') arm's all right. He has to
strengthenit more. That's the main thing."
Mrray Ledger & Times
Expos Preventing Mets From
Escaping Cellar, Cards' Win
By BEN THOMAS
AP Sports Writer
The Montreal Expos, with
Steve Rogers the National
League's runaway strikeout
leader, have a five-game
victory streak, and are
preventinithe resurgent New
York Mets from climbing out
of the East Division basement
and overtaking them.
The Mets have been the
hottest team in the league the
past nine days since Joe Torre
became manager, winning
seven and losing only two, but
the Expos also have played
well—with a 5-3 record for the
same period.
While Cincinnati stopped the
Mets 5-0 Wednesday night,
Roger's' six-hitter gave the
Expos a 6-0 triumph over the
Atlanta Braves. It was the 27-
year-old right-hander's eight
victory in 12 decisions.
The Expos, incidentally,
have not lost since dropping
three in a row to the Mets in
Torre's managerial debut.
Foster's , three-run homer
helped Cincinnati end the
Mets' four-game winning
streak. Billingham, who has
not lost to the Mets since July
22, 1975, raised his career
record against New York to
11-4.
Phillies 3, Astros 2
Jay Johnstone had not had a
hit in 13 trips to the plate until
the fifth inning of Wednesday
night's game between
Philadelphia and Houston.
Then, with the Astros ahead 2-
1, the Phillies' outfielder
connected for his second
homer of the year, driving in
winning pitcher Steve Carlton,
8-3.
Giants 3, Pirates 2
With many of his relatives
from New BriglitrOic 1:11:, a
Pittsburgh suburb, cheering
him on, San Francisco rookie
Jack Clark hit a solo homer
and-dotbled home the winning
run, giving San Francisco a
sweep of its three-game series
against the Pirates, losers in
12 of theit last 18 games. His
homer came 'hi the seCond
inning off Jim Rooker.
. Cardinals 3, Padres 0
Ken Reitz drove in two runs
with a double and a triple as
St. Louis, behind Eric
Rasmussen's six-hitter, •
stopped the Padres in a rain-
plagued game, delayed at the
start for 20 minutes and again
for 50 minutes midway
through the seventh inning.
Reitz doubled in the second
inning and tripled in the
fourth. -
Expos' First Draft Selection
Same As First Pick Last Year
NEW YORK (AP) — Give
the Montreal Expos credit for
this much — they know a good
prospect when they see him.
The Expos liked Kelvin
Adams enough to 'make him
the No. 1 over-all selection in
baseball's amateur free agent
draft last January and even
though they were unable to
sign the Centrat'Arizona
Junior College third baseman-
outfielder, that didn't change
their opinion of the young
man's ability.
So, when the Expos' turn
came up in Wednesday's
secondary draft of players
previously selected but not
signed, they carrie right batik
and picked Adams again.
Adams hit .415 in 83 games
with seven homers and 77 runs
batted in this season and was
the second Central Arizona
product to go in the first round
of the secondary phase.
Teammate Frank Ferroni, a
lefthanded pitcher, was the
opening selection, chosen. by
the Minnesota Twins.
"They're both ready to go
out and play," said Coach Ken
Richardson. "They're in the
Same situation. Another year
of baseball at this level won't
really help them that much."
Adams was an all-around
man for Central Arizona.
Besides third base and the
outfield, he even pitched and
caught on occasion.
"He has outstanding
potential as a hitter," said
Richardson, "He has a big
league bat."
Richardson said Adams
stayed in school after last
January's draft because the
Montreal contract offer
wasn't good enough to lure
him away. "But he wants to go
and he's ready to play," the
coach said.
Ferroni was 'drafted in
January by the Cleveland
Indians but didn't think he was
ready for professional
baseball at that point. He
preferred a year of junior
college experience and
pitched 100 innings • for
Richardson's division
champions, posting an 8-4
record and 2.79 earned run
average in 16 games.
"He was our stopper," said
Richardson. "He has average
major league velocity and a
pretty good curve ball."
The Twins were enthusiastic
about the 18-year-old left-
hander.
Ferroni was one Of a dozen
pitchers selected on the
opening round of the
secondary phase. And Arizona
Central wasn't the only
popular shopping spot for the
pros, who concentrated on
junior college baseball.
There were four plaYers
drafted from Miami-Dade
Junior College's three




Ballard by the New York
Yankees; tight-hander Vic
Walters by Houston; and
catcher _Rodolfo Arias , by
Seattle.
Yavapai JC in Prescott,
Ariz., and Blinn JC in
Brenham, Tex., each supplied
two first-round choices. The
Chicago Cubs picked catcher
David Sullivan anid Texas
grabbed right-hander John
Butcher,- both from Yavapai.
Blinn sent outfielder James
Glenn, Jr., to St. Louis and
catcher Tom Penney to
Toronto.
Reds 5, Mets 0
Jack Billingtiam's first
shutout of the season, on an . - -






The Pause That Refreshes
The pause that refreshes...
Fer most of us out of shape folks who
admit we are over the hill, the pause that
refreshes lasts about eight hours or so; it's
called sleep.
For those who are over the hill and can't
sleep well either, there are the spectator
sports. And that's where we found a
refreshing pause over the past few weeks.
Remember when everyone used to say
there's no such thing as defense in pro
basketball? It's all run and gun, free lance
stuff.
Ah, but the pause that refreshes...
After watching the NBA playoff series,
most of us 3vere so impressed that we were-
claiming relatives lived in Portland and
therefore, were for the Trailblazers.
With all of their multi-year contract, no-
cut superstars, the Philadelphia 76ers were
not a basketball team, they were a factory.
But Portland? Good grief, isn't the biggest
thing in Portland the rain?
It was refreshing to see the teamwork and
the good, old-fashioned gut hustle. If you
didn't stop to really think about it, it seemed
more like Portland was playing for the joy of
simply winning instead of padding their
bank accounts.
Last year, there was Mark Fidrych -who
came along and brightened things up with
his zany act on the moUnd.
Remember what he said about how happy
he was just to be in the major leagues,
drawing the minimum salary.
The Bird said if he weren't pitching major
league baseball, he'd -probably be pumping
gas somewhere.
All of that has changed. Now, he's
pumping the sports writers and everyone
else. He's just another spoiled brat. ,
He's even jjeit the nerve to charge
sportswriters /100 for an interview after a
game. So last year, the pause that refreshes
was a brief one indeed.
•
How long can the Trailblazers stay
loveable? That remains to be seen. But so
far, they've been impressive.
Bill Walton, the mountain man.
When he played at UCLA, he was an
outlaw because he thought differently than
the mainstream. He was involved in anti-
war protests and often spoke out on political
matters. -
His first two years at Portland, he was
plagued with injuries and even the Portland
press and the fans were on him like ugly on
Sasquatch.
Then along came Johnny Davis out of
Dayton. Davis probably could have run
track at any -major university. Maurice
Lucas grew up mentally, Lionel Hollins
developed almost overnight and suddenly,
they were a different eub.
With a strong Walton taking charge in
every possible way, they turned into a
machine of emotion. One the other hand, the
76ers were just a machine, with no,
emotions. The players were all superstars,
they weren't really humans. -
The rest is history. Ten years from now,
nobody will remember who won the NBA
championship in 1977. Ten years from now,
Bill Walton will be a 6-11 man who will be at
the end of his career. .
But ten years from now, Walton will
probably still be a vegeterain, riding his
bicycle instead of driving, backpacking
through the mountains and hitch-hiking
through Canada, which is just what he did
the summer before his last season at UCLA.
That's simply different. You never once
heard about Walton-crying for more money
or being embittered with his teammates.
When Portland got blown out the first two
games, you never heard Walton or any of the
'other players criticize Jack Ramsay for the
way he ran the club.
Being different in sports is being a winner.




In Conjundion With The
Murray-Calloway Parks & Recreation
June 17-July 8
All children between the ages of 8 and 16 who wish to receive tennis lessons are asked
to-fill out this registration form. There is no charge for these lessons.
Mail to: Allergy Timis Association





•••ZPS1,•' AND V,WIST•AWAY" ARC DECOSTINCO TAADOWINS Of PepsiCo. INC.
Economy Quarts
m Peps-Cola.
Now in 6-packs of money-back bottles.
The Pepsi-Cola quart is a real quart. 32 refreshing
ounces. SomeAoft-drihk companies sell their product
bottles that look like quarts. But they're really only
26- or 28-ounce bottles. The bottles in Pepsi-Cola's  new
Econqmy Wart six-pack are real-quarts... 32 refreshing
ounces. So look carefully before you buy. And when
- they're empty, brineernLback for a refund the easy Way
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No Drugs, No Booze,
Taylors High On Slew
By CHRISTY BARBEE
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK ( AP) —Seattle
Slew, bidding to become the
only unbeaten Triple Crown
winner in thoroughbred
racing, lives as though he
were the patriarch of a family,
a sizable handful of adult
people who do his bidding and
adore his every move.
And closest to the Wonder
colt are his owners, Karen and
Nlickey Taylor of White Swan,
Wash., a wholesome-looking,
bright-eyed couple who argue
frequently about this
arrangement and that, but in
words liberally sprinkled with
-honeys" and -dears."
Also part of the Seattle Slew
commune are Dr. Jim Hill,
part owner and the
veterinarian who helped the
Taylors choose the colt, his
-He had big bones at first,"
recalls Mickey, who bought
the Slew, a son of Bold
Reasoning, for a mere $17,500
at the Fasig-Tipton summer
sale two years ago. "He was
really awkward. But he's
grown into his bones. He's lost
that baby, bullish look."
"Now he's getting to act like
a professional."
Winning may be a habit for
Seattle Slew, who hasn't lost
one of eight outings, but it's
never just easy-going for
Karen. She may have utter
Confidence in her horse but
she's a little superstitious Ind
jangled by the end of a race.
"I just get high — no liquor,
no drugs -- I just get high on
the horse. I'm always 16
relieved when it's over, that
he's made it in."
wife Paula, the horse's groom Baseball Standings
and other attendants and an
By The Associated Pressassortment of Karen and
American LeagueMickey's relatives wl.o help
out with the evergrowing
business that comes with
having a winner. N YOrK
Those duties include Bait
answering Slew's Boston
considerable fan mail as well Milwkee
as fending off attempts by Cleve
unauthorized entrepreneurs Detroit
from capitalizing on Seattle Toronto
Slew's name.
These days the family of Minn
Stew -spends,most of each-day Chicago
around Barn ,64 • at Belmont Texas
- Park, the 3-year-old. colt's OaklandU,
favorite place, as he prepares ,Ca 
to run the Belmont Stakes 1`.`r.,`-









29 24 .547 1
27 29 .482 41/2
'23 26 .469 5
22 29 .431 7
21 31 .404 81/2
West
33 21" %11 —
29 23 .558 3
26 24 .520 5
26 27 .491 61/2
26 26 .500 6
25 27 .481 7
23 35 .397 12
complete the Triple Crown. Wednesday's Results
Oakland 3, Cleveland 2-It's really. a family
Boston 14, Baltimore 5organization," says Karen
Taylor, the 32-year-old former Texas 6, Chicago 1
airline stewardess who never Minnesota 9, Kansas City 8,
got over her little-girl dreams 10 innings
of having a horse. New York 9, Milwaukee 2
Years ago she begged for a Seattle 3, Detroit -2
in-horse from her father, who'd California 2, Toronto 1, 13
spent his life around horses nings
-and wanted nothing more to do Thursday's Games
with them. New York (Gullett 4-2) at
She married Mickey &ter a Milwaukee (Haas 4-2)
seven-year courtship (He says Baltimore (Palmer 7-5) at
Boston (Lee 3-1), (n)he didn't have enough money
Chicago (Knapp 5-2) at Texasto marry her before then, and
"besides, she was flying al,'" PerrY
the time"). He dial want to Kansas City (Hassler 2-1) at
Minnesota ( Redfern 2-3), (n)get her a horse either — too
much work. , Detroit (Roberts 3-7) at
But on their anniversary Seattle (Jones 0-4),(n) 
five years ago, he sprang it on Only games scheduled
her — fortunes were better in National League
the logging business and
Karen could have a race
horse, one someone else would
tend.
"I was in a state of shock,"
she said. "It was really very
nice o( him."
Their stable has grown to 25
now and Karen is listed as the
owner of all of them, although
the horses really are owned by
Wooden Horse Investments, a
corporation consisting of the
Taylors and Hill.
"We decided I would be
listed as the owner because
I'm really the one who got
Mickey into this," says Karen.
The Taylors talk about Sle‘y
as one might discuss the





























Los Ang 37 18 .673 —
Cinci 26 26 .500 91/2
S Fran 25 30 .455 12
S Diego 26 33 .441 13
Houston 22 33 .400 15
Atlanta 20 36 .357 171/2
eh. 
MISS YOUR PAPER?
%bombers who brio "mit
received their beere-delivored
copy of The Myrna Lodger
Thom by 5:30 p.m. lAwahry-
Friday
.
 or by 3:30 p.m. en Seer-
tins ors urged to ail 753-1916
botworie 5:30 p.m. one 6 pm.,
Moeriey-fridey, or 3:30 p.m.
mod 4 p.m. Soh/rams, to insert
delivery of the newspepor. Calls
mint be pieced bye pmi. yolk-
dory, or 4 p.m. Setiordwys to
guorontot delivery,
Wednesday's Results
Los Angeles 4, Chicago 2
Montreal 6, Atlanta 0
Philadelphia 3, Houston 2
San Francisco 3, Pittsburgh 2
Cincinnati 5, New York 0
St. Louis 3, San Diego 0
Thursday's Games
San Francisco (Halicki 5-5 )
at Chicago (Bonham 6-5)
Cincinnati (Norman 5-2) at
New York (Matlack 3-6)
Philadelphia (Lerch 5-2) at
Atlanta (P. Niekro 3-8), ( fl)
Los Angeles (Rhoden 8-2) at
St. Louis (Forsch 7-2), (n)
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
San Francisco at Chicago
Philadelphia at Atlanta, ( ri
Montreal at Cincinnati, in)
San Diego at Pittsburgh, ( n )
New York at Houston, (n)









MONTREAL ( AP) — It will
be a while longer before a final
decision is made on a possible
accommodation of some
World Hockey Association
franchises by the National
Hockey League.
"Certainly the issue is so
complex that nobody can
make up their minds right
now," said Ed Snider of the
Philadelphia Flyers, a driving
force on the NHL's fact-
finding cominittg on merger.
But at least the NHL's
Board of Governors has voted
to permit the fact-finding
Hockey League Sets Up Group To Study Merger
committee to continue to see if




continued if it did not have a
solid expression to continue,"
Snider said Wednesday. • .
Snider indicated, however,
that if a decision to
accomodate the WHA was not
made by the end of meetings
with the owner-player council
in Chicago June 23-24, it was
likely the issue would be dead.
"I wouldn't say it is toolate
for next season," said Sam
Pollock, general manager of'
the Montreal Canadiens.
"There are two or three ways
of looking at it: You've got to
have a schedule and you can't
wait until the day before the
season opens. You either go,
with the same 18 teams we had
last year, minus any
franchises such as Cleveland
that aren't settled, or with
some new clubs.
"But it comes to a point at
which they might have to play
as their own division."
Thus the rhetoric continued
without resolving matters, a
situation similar to that
endured by., Cleveland. The
Barons have lived from day to
day, hoping a decision on their
financial crisis would be made
by the governors.
After promising to have it
settled by Wednesday, the
governors again delayed, and
it is possible that no final
decision will be reached at
these meetings on the
proposed sale of the team by
Mel Swig.
Businessman George Gund
III said Wednesday he was
optimistic that the league
would accept a modified
proposal to rescue the Barons.
He was to make his pitch
today to a special committee
empowered by the governors
to resolve the Cleveland
situation.
However, Gund's proposal
was reported to be more than
$1 million short of the amount
the NHL had stipulated in
discussions a couple of months
ago with Sanford Greenberg,
owner of the Richfield, Ohio,
Coliseum.
Gund stepped in after the
group Greenberg put together
failed to produce enough cash.
The NHL had stipulated that
the new owners would have to
put up 83.5 million after
buying the Barons from Swig.
Gund's proposal was reported
to be $2.4 million.
SOCCER
NEW YORK — Hawaii
Coach Hubert Vogelsinger,
Rochester Coach Don Popovis
and Joe Sirianni, Rochester
trainer, were suspended and








WITH EVERY SMALL FORD THRU JULY 3RD.
Buy a new Pinto, Maverick or Mustang II and your
Ford Dealer will g;ve you a cooler, lantern,
picnic jug and sleeping bag at no additional charge.
It's all quality gear, worth over $100 at retail.
And just the right size for small car camping.
So head for your Ford Dealers today...
And you can head for the hills tomorroW.
9 •
PARKER FORD, INC.



















Cub Scouts Participate In Activities
Cub Scout Pack No. 76,
sponsored by the North
Calloway Elementary Parent-
Teacher Club, has par-
ticipatAth many activities
during the past school year
including the fall homecoming







field trip to Mc-
and an overnight
trip with their
WINNERS OF the Pinewood Derby for Cub Scout Pack 76 of North Calloway Elemen-
tary were, left to right, Sharon Rogers, representing the Adult division; Brad Haley, ten
year olds; Ron Rogers, nine year olds; Mike Rogers, eight year olds; Wayne Smith, most
original car; Timmy Morton, best looking car.
ADULTS participating in the Pinewood Derby for North Calloway Cub kout Pack 76
were Billy Thom, Donald Dowdy, Richard Holt, Larry Pea, Dannie Harrison, Sharon
Rogers (car designed by Ronald Rogers who was absent at time of derby) and R. B. Bar-
ton, Jr.





RUIT OF THE tOOM
It gives him the fit,
comfort and long wear he likes!
This quality underwear is styled for comfort and good
fit. Because the fabric is 100% cotton, it's wonderfully
absorbent and perfectly washable. Where there's elas-
tic, it's made to stand up under lots of wearings and
washings. Fruit of the Loom ... they keep making it bet-
ter—not expensive 
TEE SHIRTS
Men's - Regular $4.39 
Boy's - Regular $2.99 
KNIT BRIEFS
Men's - Regular $3.69 
Boys' • Regular $2.19 
ATHLETIC SHIRTS
Regular • $3.69 , 
SHORTS
Regular $3.29 
NOW 3 For $395





SAVE 10% ONE WEEK ONLY
Uncle Jeff's Clothing Dept.
641 South
fathers at Brandon Springs in
the Land Between the Lakes.
The Blue and Gold Banquet
was held with special guests
invited being District
Executive Charles Clark, and
guest speaker, Max Hurt. The
latter spoke on the, various
traits learned in scouting that
will lead to a richer adult life.
Both Mr. Hurt and his wife
have been declared "Friends
of All Scouts."
Thirty-five cars were en-
tered by the scouts in the
Pinewood Derby held at the
school.
Derby winners were: Mike
Rogers, 8 year olds; Ron
Rogers, 9 year olds; Brad
Haley, 10 year olds. Winner in
the over all competition was
Ron Rogers, whose father,
Ronald Rogers, was the
winner of the car in the adult
competition. Winner of the
trophy for the "Most Original
Car" was Wayne Smith and
for the "Best Looking Car"
was Timmy Morton.
Individual ac-
complishments this year for
the Pack include:
Den 1, Brooks Barton,
Bobcat; Alex Dowdy, Bobcat;
1Ricky Harrison, wolf badge
and gold arrow; Chris Lewis,
Bobcat; Keith Miller, Bobcat;
Scottie Morris, Bobcat;
Tommy Morton, Bobcat; Joe
Pea, Bobcat; Robby Stephens,
Bobcat; Mark Thorn, Bobcat;
Jane Barton and Brenda
Smitluneir, den mothers.
Den 2, Tony Cloys, Bobcat,
wolf, gold and silver arrow;
Mike Rogers, Bobcat and
wolf; Mike Thompson, Bobcat
and wolf; Ron Rogers, Bear.
In addition to individual
honors Den 2 has won the
honor pennant, the
Tomahawk, and the honor den—
pennant. Marge Cloys and
Sharon Rogers are den
mothers.
Webelos winning awards
were Brad Haley, artist,
citizen, athlete, sportsman










traveler; ...Dan Harrison and
Mike Wells are den leaders.
Brad Haley, Ron Rogers,
and Mike Rogers participated
in the District Pinewood
Derby held at Mayfield at the
First Presbyterian Church,
and all three boys won one
heat in a triple elimination
contest.
Adult leaders for Pack 76 in
addition to the den mothers
mentioned and the Webelo
leaders include Kaye Nanny,
secretary-treasurer, Dan
Harrison, cub master, R B
Barton, Jr., co-cub master,
and Mike Wells, physical
arrangements.
Rates Approved
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( API —
A 34.8 per cent reduction in
workmen's compensation
rates for underground. coal
mine employers has been
approved by the state
Insurance Department,
retroactive to Jan. 1.
Your Individual
Horoscope
 Fraaces Drake  
FOR FRIDAY, JUNE It 1377
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES
(Mat 21 to A. 201
A less stimulating day than
you may wish, but you can
cover a lot of ground by plan-
ning wisely and eliminating all
nonessentials from your
TAURUSprogram.
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
Exercise your capability to
keep the good things going, to
preserve order and to maintain




( May 22 to June 21) 1619-
Stellar influences stiniulate
your ingenuity, good humor,
affability and precision.
Anything less than your best
won't give others the picture of
the REAL you.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23)
Pay no attention to dissenters
and pessimists. Go about your
activities with good will and a
bit of finesse. You can have an
unusually satisfactory day.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) .124g
Continuing good solar in-
fluences stimulate eports and
top-level thinking. Check
possibilities for making sound
investments.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Your intuition should be
strong now. Just double-check
to make sure you are not
forgetting small details, and all
should go well. Romance
_favored.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) 41-1.1
Good planetary influences! A
time to "dress up" old ideas and
methods and make them more
practical. Your artistry and
creativity stimulated.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Don't take to buck present
trends or you may find yourself
at unhappy variance with




(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21
0(:)
e4cip
Past achievements can be
correctly appraised now — for
what to do and what NOT to do
in the future. Your ingenuity
will show how to capitalize on
experience.
CAPRICORN
*- (Dec. 72 to Jan. 20) lei
With a little added vigor and
determination, and a well-
arranged schedule, you can




(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Capitalize on your artistic
talents and handle your
obligations in a productive way
and you will reap fine returns.




Feb. 20 to Mar. 20i
Planets fairly generous, but
here and there are traps to
beset the off-guard individual.
Be firm about going forward,
but as diligent in detecting
flaws.
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with glowing vitality,
a great love of life, unusual
versatility and adaptability.
You are gregarious by nature
and your personality is such
that it attracts others to you
almost at first glance. On the
minus side: impulsiveness,
hypersensitivity, extravagance
and a tendency to scatter
energies. You have a lively
imagination and a flaii for the
dramatic; would make an






6 Fruit (pl I
11 Sponsor
13 Be present
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ryi •.. he 1 r 'tad 'atm" Syndicate nc 9
theatrical entertainer. You are
born leader but your interests
are too varied to keep you at one
cause or interest long enough to
exert such leadership. You love
travel, the outdoors, animals
and are generous to a fault.
Melton Named




executive director of the
Kentucky School Boards
Association on June 30, it was
announced Wednesday.
Melton will replace Maurice
Bement, who is retiring. No




Be Open In Fayette Co.
LEXINGTON, Ky. (API --
More Vn 1,000 federally
funded bs will be open to
Fayette County youths this




sponsored by the Bluegrass
Employment and Training
Program, ,includes 685 jobs for
disadvantaged Fayette
County youths, as well as 369
jobs for youths from Bourbon,
Clark, Franklin, Madison,
Scott and Woodford counties,
said program 'director
Napoleon Avery.
The mayor's job bank has
350 jobs available and is
seeking another 150, but 700
applications are already on
file and another 300 will be
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API —
A workmen's compensation
insurance rate board will be
established by executive order
by July 1, a spokesman for
Gov. Julian Carroll said
Wednesday.
:Pat Abel, legal assistant to
the governor, said the
proposed board will not be a
rate-making body, but will
accept or reject insurance
company filings for rate
changes.
Currently, the insurance
commissioner has the Sole
authority to approve or reject
rate increase requests.





projects, or will work for non-
profit community agencies at













Fe« PIMA* At Deer
Oookrnakt?
of Murray, Ky.
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own the
arden Path.
il• • -.' ' f 'iv- :::
;:,....:.........:,,..,.,.:.:.:.......:.: By MRS. W. P. WILLIAMS ..........:•:.:•:.:.:.:-:.:.:.:•:.:•i.:.
We are certainly having a
real dry, hot season. The few
little showers that are coming
along hardly dampen the
surface of the ground. So it
meanscontinuallywateringour
plants. It doesn't take but a
few days of this ninety degree
temperature to make the
leaves of the shrubs curl at the
edges and the small plants
droop. But this sort of thing
can't last forever and I am
sure one of these "fronts" will
bring us rain as they pass
through. It seems tem-
peratures are off balance all
over the country. So lets bear
with it and do the best we can
until things change.
! had a. nice surprise this
tiv•-r.ing. I went out in the
yard and there were three
lovely blooms from the
Sprel ells bulbs I set out only-a
fe%+, weeks ago. They are such
exotic blossoms with a fiery
red color and resembling a
sp,dery orchid. I hope the
bulbs will produce others so
tha. I will have an array for
arother season. If you see
them in a catalogue, be sure to
order some as they are so
unusual.
Shrubs and plants are
growing so fast now that you
may find ,you will need to
stake some of them, especially
the tender ones. The larger
ones can usually take the
wind, but sudden gusts can
snap off a branch quickly. I
found several pieces of flower
laden branches a few, days ago
after an unexpected wind
storm. -
Don't forget to mulch your
plants. This hot sun is so hard
on them. The soil bakes dry in
such a short time and a good
mulch will not only keep the
soil soft and workable, but will
conserve the moisture,
making it easier to care for
any sort of plant. I believe in
making garden work in the hot
summer time as easy as
possible. Mulch is one of the
gardeners best friends, even if
you have to buy a bag or two
That's where my compost pile
comes in handy. My two year
old pile is still holding out,
although I have used bucketful
after bucketful. By now it is
pure black earth. So mulch




BO* I,NG GREEN, K-y.
APi The Bowling Green
City C'ommission has
authorized the city solicitor to
.draw up an ordinance banning
the - sale of pornogrphie
materials here.
The commission voted
' unanimously in favor of the
move Tuesday night at the
request of a delegation of
some 75 persons led by a
Church of Christ Minister, the
Rev:Wesley Jones.
City Solicitor Whayne Priest
told the commission that
. obscenity statutes already-are
on the books and that the U.S.
Supreme Court has left it up to
local .communities to decide
what is obscene and what
isn't.
He said a local obscenity
ordinance might be ruled
unconstitutional.
"We have a very detailed
section in Kentucky Revised
Statutes that covers virtually
everything in the area of
pornography," he said. "As I
see it, the state law is all
• inclusive. Anything - that says
more may be
unconstitutional."
He said an ordinance
banning ° specific magazines
would give the accused
publishers ."an excellent
chance to beat the charge
because the city would have to
prove that everything in the
magazine is obscene."
But the commission told him
to draw up an ordinance and to
present it on June 21.
The delegation of ministers
and others told the
commission in writing what
they would like the ordinance
to say.
Their proposed oidinance
said "it shall be unlawful to
display or sell such magazines
as 'Delight,' Gallery,'
International,' 'Male,'
World,' 'Men Only Annual,'
'Mr.,' 'Penthouse,"Play boy,'
'Oui,' 'Stag,' Swank,' and
other books or magazines of






GOOD OLD Rock ReLL SHOW




'GARY U.S. BON DS
• mAgvELE:rres




71415 SUN. JUNE a










1407 W. MAIN. PHONE 753-4681 Specials 6-9 thru 6-15
We Reserve The Right To limit Clumilities






Old South all ilavors
40 oz 99c
COBBLERS 32 oz $1 39
Fleischmans - 16 oz.
EGG BEATERS 88̀
Staleys Waffle
SYRUP 24 oz 89
c
Chef Boy Ar Dee
Cheese






LEMON 8 oz 29c
Swanson Chicken
BROTH 47 oz 49C
Chef Boy Ar Dee
Spaghetti
SAUCE 16 oz 59c































































-Mop 8 Glo Floor
$129

























BEST MEATS IN TOWN
CHUCK English
STEAK























































Bun L. Ray, Dec'd, Jerry
Cook, Jackson, Tenn.,
Executor
C. F. Grubbs, Dec'd, Ode
• Grubbs, Route 4,
Murray, Ky., • Ad-
ministratrix
Glenmfore, A. Kline,











estates are notified to
present them to the
Administrator or
Executors verified
according to law, same
to be presented to said THE FAMILY of Rubye
Administrator or E. Chilcutt would like to
Executors in due rource_ _ take this means to thankof law.
each and everyone for
This 2 day of June, 1977. the many acts of kind-
Marvin Harris, Clerk ness shown to themBy: Judith Ainley, D.C. during the illness and
death of their loved one.
To Dr. Richard Hutson
and the staff of Murray-
Calloway Co. Hospital,
thank you for everything
you did.




Bettie 'Smith Stoll, and
Mr. Gus Robertson, Jr.,
for the beautiful ser-
vices.rendered._
Our deepest gratitude
to the neighbors who
brought and prepared
the meals for us, may
God bless each of you.
We offer our sincere
thanks for the many
beautiful flowers, cards,
prayers, and all the
personal condolences
that helped to sustain us
in our time of sorrow.
Porter Chilcutt, Shirley
Smith and family,






Holman Jones, 217 South
13th, phone 753-3128.
HAVING A YARD Sale?
Pick-up free signs,













501 Main behind Peoples Bank









open 6 a m. close 2 la.; m
Friday
Open 6 a. m. close ap.m.
JESUS CHRIST. dwn
words found in Mark
16:15,16. :And he said
unto them, Go ye into all
the .vorld and preach the
gospel to every
creature. He that
believeth and is baptized
shall be saved; but he
that believeth not, shall













$2.98. Make latch hook
rugs and pillows for half
the price of pre-cut




Meadows, South 16th St.
Murray's Newest. Yarn





bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear en-
trance.
3 Card Of Thanks
WE WISH to. take this
means of thanking our
many relatives friends,
neighbors, .specild
thanks to the Mercy
Ambulance Company,
the home and health
care, also to Reta Gurth
the nurse who came.
every week to our home,
in, the passing of our
dear mother Mrs. Nellie
Burkeen. Especially do
we thank everyone -for--
the food, flowers,
prayers and cards. Also
many thanks to Dr.
Clark and Dr. Blalock,
the nurses on 4th Floor,
the singers from In-
dependence Church, to
Bro. Warren and Bro.
Garrott and also the
Max Churchill Funeral
Home. God bless each





5 lost And Found




black and tan: Short tail.
Needs medication.
Reward. Call 753-2285 or
436-2447.
LOST TOOL BOX, near
Otasco. Bel Air Shop-
ping Center. Please'
return to Calloway























TS. For the llth con-
secutive year Elec-
trolux is offering sum-
mer part time or full
time employwent to -
college students. The
program includes
$1&00, 175t, and $50
special awards, for




Last year the sales
volume of students in
the summer program
totaled over 2 million
dollars, - Interested _
students may apply at
111 South 6th Street,




































NE'5 A WOLF, HE'S
HUNGRY. UNLESS YOU



































Apply in person at
Owens Food Market,
1407 W. Main. before 10
a.m.
SAI-F-SMAN WANTED






required. Earn as much
as $200 per sale. In-
formation call 901-642-
8546 or write S and W
Distributors. Box -213A.
Paris, Tenn. 38242.
WOULD LIKE to buy
registered wire haired
FOR Terrier puppy. Call
753-5669.
USED AIR CON-
DITIONERS. Call . 753-
910.4 or 753-1551, Dill
Electric.
15 Articles For Sale
, COMPLETE IN ground
vinyl liner pools in-
stalled as low as
$5,500.00. Call collect for
more information (502i




PART TIME night clerk
for motel. Prefer male.
Experience would be
helpful. Send resume
















Mower, 7 h. p. Briggs &
Stratton motor. $100.00.
Call 1-354-6217.
IF YOU think home fires,
always happen to other






icebox. $135. 1925 Airline
short wave radio. $25.












shampooer. Big K, Bel
Aire Shopping Ckter.
AIR COMPRESSORS.
tall Dill Electric, 753-
' 9104 or 753-1551.
OUTSIDE DOORS for
WILL DO housecleaning mobile home. One girls




for rent. lkiy inventory
and lease space or
owner will close out
inventory and lease
space. Call 753-8660 or.





are looking for Finan-
cial Mortgage Brokers
and Finders in The
Murray area. We will
train you. For your free
information and inquiry,
please write to: Ken-
tuck) Diversified







See us fcir financing
Forcio, swamped by



















foreign. Also old gold
and sterling. Call 753-
" 9232.
PLATE GLASS




carpets with the best.
Blue - Lustre is
America's favorite.
Rent shampooer.






but in good conditior
Call 753-0661. -
SPRING SPECIAL
- PAINT SALE. Hanna
first quality Latex Satin
Sheen. regular $8 25,
sale $6.00 per gallOn.
Hallfla hiss
enaincl regular, $10,
sale. $8.00 per .gallon.
Murray Lumber
('orripany, 753-3161
BAR .tNI) FOUR chairs
$.75 ('.ill 4365869
TOBACCO AND tomato
sticks 13 cents each
Call 489-2126 or 435-4263.
TRUNKS, BABY bed.
golf clubs, school desk
chairs, antique tricycle.
odd tables and chairs,




-Sears. Adds, subtracts. 
1973 BOAT and 1974 20
multiplies, .divides 
h.p. -Mercury motor arid
.
Antique-Evinrude
trailer. $850. Call 437-
outboard, all aluminum ...a' 
4331.
motor. Phone 436-5357.
15. Articles For Sale
STOVE, VACUUM
CLEANER, and large
rug. Call 753-0764 on
'Tuesdays and Thur-
idays, after 5 pit`
AIR CONDITIONER
sale. All deluxe models
with 10 position ther-
mostat and variable















FOR SALE - 1969 Old-
smobile, 1965 Impala
Chevrolet, new tires,
and run good. Also have
store over 4,000 ft. of
space, on corner street
and smaller store. All on
Main Street in Hazel,
Ky. For rent, sale or
trade, and can arrange
trailer space on 641 in








COUCH AND 2 chairs,
gold crushed velvet.
I.ike brand new. Call
753-7885 9-5.
EXTRA NICE velvet
front coffee table and
end tables, $50. Her-
culon living room suite,
2 years old, $85. Dining
room table and 6 chairs,
$75. Nice Cannon ball
bedroom suite with box
spring and mattress,




NEW SOFA bed, new
_drop -leaf _dinette set. 4
Chairs. One 50 piece
• silver set for 8. Eight
place setting of fine
china, one table lamp
with , marble base, one
set crystal, 6 ice 'tea, 6
goblets, sugar and
creamer. Matched . set.
Bargain priced. Can be




days, 753-8058 after 5
p.II1
WICKER SETTF:E and 2
chairs. White. Includes
cushions. ('all 753-7403
days. 753-8058 after 5.-
18 Sewing Machines
FIRE SALE used Singer
sewing machine, zig zag
and all regular at-
tachments. Fully
euaranteed, sews
perfect. Full cash price.
$29 50. Ca 1 I Martha
lloPper, :154-8619 or
write Route 5,- Renton,
Ky.
19 farm Equipment
WILL SELL or buy used
or new farm machinery
on lIardin 80 East. car
437-4801.
FOR ALL YOUR fencing
needs. Call AAA Fence
Smply Co., 1-444-6865,
Paducah, Ky.
NEW IDEA corn picker. 2
nor% Call 753-5186.
BALER TWINE, 9,000 ft.
per bale. Premium
quality guaranteed.
$10.99 per bale. Wallin
' Hardware. Paris
20 Sports Equipment
FIVE H.P. SEARS out-




With air. $600 or take
over payments. Goats
ready,.f or 1th. 15 white
To-cit laying hens A
small pony and bicycle.
Call 436-5855.
LARGE FURNACE and
stoker for sale. Call 753-








sizes, all densities. Cut
ko your specs. West Ky.
Cabinet Co., Story.
Avenue. 7 767.
14 FT RUNABOUT. 40
h.p. Evinrude motor and
• trailer. $750. Call 753-
5918
15' WINNER Runabout.
tri hull. 115 h p. %1ercpry




organs. Bent to pur-
chase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across












made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.








amplifier, about 4 years
old. Contact 753-6805.
WANTED RESPON-
SIBLE person to take up
small monthly payment
on 19" color TV. Under
warranty. J and B
Music-Magnavox, 753-
7575.
27 Mobile Home Sales
31. Want To Rent
FAMILY WANTS to rent
2 or 3 bedroom borne in
country. Willing to 'do
repairs if necessary.
Call 753-2858.













* bedroom, and 2
bedroom. Call 753-6045.
12 x 50„, VICEROY, 2
bedroom, all electric,
underpinning ...and,„.
carport. $3800. Call 753-
4446 or 753-4074.
1972 12 x 52. Call 753-3473.





home and large lot. Four
miles from Murray.
Small --garden planted.
Trailer has central air.
Furnished and 80 ft.
tower. woo. Call 753-
0807
1975 12 x 502 bedrooms,
partially furnished with
air. Washer and dryer.
Like new. See at Riviera
Cts., 7534380- between 8
and 5, -
EIGHT WEEK old pigs
for sale. Call 753-62115.
1971 SHILOH mobile




mobile home on block
foundation. Three
bedroom, 2 baths,
central heat and air.
Restricted N Sub-
division. Call 436-2473.
EIGHT ACRES. 12 x 70 3
bedroom mobile home,
eleetric heat and central
air. 28 x 32 heated.
workshop. New 4" deep
well. Water pipe to all 8
acres. All within 2 years
old. Beautiful locatton.
"Call after 6 p.m. 901-247-
5457. Puryear, Tenn.








- desires small 'h'ouse in
country. Within eight
miles of Murray. Call
4:354177.
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for




building. Several 141' x
24' storage bays with ft
overhead doors. con-
crete floors, fluorescent
lights and wall outlets
Will rent singly or in
multiples. Brand new
office space with central
heat and air, private
restroorn, parking
space. 1.ficated on Ky.
121 South. in %tiara,:
City Limits STINS(iN
REALTY 10..





Street. Close to campus.
Furnished. For in-
formation call 753-4451.
33 Rooms For Rent
BOYS - PRIVATE
rooms for summer
school central air with
kitchen facilities. Near
campus. Call 753-8572
' after 7 p.m.




ments, Sonth 16th a
Street, 753-6609. •





Citizens only l. One
bedroom house un-
furnished., 2 acres of
fenced pasture, stable
and chicken house. $900
a year Call 753-6068.
THREE BEDROOM




36 For Rent Or Lease
FOR LEASE - four







FOR RENT OR LEASE,
retail store building on
south side court square
Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft.
Call Dal Boyd, 1-247-
2833
37 livestock Supplies
PONY CART and Har-
ness - both in excellent
condition. New cost over
$200. Will sell for $80
Call 753-8017.
38 Pets Supplies
10 WEEK 01.1) black and
tan Coon Hound puppies.
Fist _puppies, 4 rnonths
I Id.iood squirrel (brigs.
Call 437-4620
Fl 1.1. 131.001W.1) Beagle
1 apples for sale Call
753-86% .
AM SEVEN month Ark.
female Doberman.






ONE DAY ONLY! 'Twin
beds, $60 Earl
American couch and
Chair. $75 Di CSSCI Kith
mirror. $20 Scars
Kenhiore - washer. $50
Scars -FHIUTHITe dryer.
$50. Baby .c-hest if
drawers, $.10 9 x, 12 rt,
55 Large air 4 . on -






Saturday lune 11. !l-
ain -4 p.m 404 SoAti ctr.
Street
Ft 1 %I NI SO.
o:loha
L.1,14.,,rin liar: _ .
; •
•
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41. Public Sales










June 11, 9 a. m. - 3 p.
m. Highway 94 East to
Blackford's Market 7
MI I , turn right
Faxon-Newburg Rd ),
PI mi. Watch for
signs. Antiques in-
clude churn, flax glut,
carding boards, milk
bottles, well pulleys,
scales, flat iron, milk
can,. cow yoke, horse
hanes & collar, assor-
ted old horse-drawn
Implements. Other
















YARD SALE, Free shoes,
Thursday, Friday and
Saturday. 903 N. 16th.
LARGE SEVERAL party
yard sale. 407 S. 9th St.,
Friday June 10 12 to 7
and Saturday June 11, 7
to 5. Kitchenware,
dishes, jars and bottles,
lots of plants, oak buffet,
couch, bed, breakfast
table arid other small
furniture. Boys and girls
clothes sizes 2 to 12. Men
and women clothing
r some womens '2 sizes
trinkets and junk and
other items added •
secohd day.
GARAGE SALE, 610
South 9th, Friday and
Saturday. June 10 and
11. 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Clothing, large and














a.m. Saturday June 11.
Purdom and Thurman Real Estate
Save on heat and water bills. Two bedroom rock
house just South of RiverWood Subdivision on 641
South. New 118 foot well for unlimited water sup-
ply. Call for more information and appointment.
Wanted!
Homes to list with 3 bedrooms priced low 530s also 3
bedroom homes with for-mot dining room in rod 540s
If you ore interested in listing your home coll us for in-
dividual, export service
Purdom and Thurman Real Estate
Pot Moble y Located Southside Court Square
753 "58 Open Daily Monday-Saturday
Cwnero G4es
753 6557 Phone 753-4451
Member Multitisting Service and Murrat-Callowar County Board of Realtors
41 Public Sales
YARD SALE, 905 Poplar.
Saturday, June 11, 9
a.m.





1112 County Cork -
Gatesborough. 9-6, June
10 and 11.
LOG CABIN yard and







Saturday. 8 a.m. to 6
YARD SALE. Saturday,





Near Dottie Shop, 8-3.
GARAGE SALE, we're
moving! Many
bargains. Rain or shine,
Friday and Saturday,
7:30 until ? a mile East
of Lynn Grove.
43. Real Estate
105 S. 16TH STREET -
Good investment
property - upstairs rents
for $200 monthly.
Downstairs living
quarters has large living




Will sell to qualified
party for small down
payment, rest like rent.
Let the upstairs rental
make your payments.






and 30 acres only 4 miles
from Murray with 19
acres of primed ' ten-
dable land, 8 acres
timber, tobacco barn, 8
stall horse barn and
other outbuildings.
Priced in the 30's. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY
753-1222 for full time
Real Estate service.
!MEM
TWO HOUSES and lots
adjoining on South 12th.
This property has a
bright future. Waldrop
Real Estate, 206 South
4th, 753-5646, after hours
753-7249.
GETTING MARRIED?
Start out in your own
mobile home located on
184'2' x 154' lot. Gas or
electric heat, paved
street. . . approx. 10
minutes from town. . .
Also just listed, 3
wooded acres, excellent





Client arriving in Murray











Have just sold older
house with 27,1 acres.
Have 3 additional
prospects for this type
property. Call us now!
We hove clients You
hove property If you
have a home or
acreage we con help





'IMAGINE) A CAVALW OFFICER
SELLING HI5 HORSE."
43 Real Estate
MUST SELL two acres
with a 2 bedroom mobile
home. New septic tank
and well, Also has a
block barn. Good





212 heti 4th Street
Mom 753-3243
44
VINE, WELL built Men
home on Sycamore at
7th. This four bedroom
home is on a hyge lot (95
x 435). This home has a
full basement, porch,




Realtor, 505 Main St.,
753-0101 or call Brice
Ratterree, 753-5921.
$9000.00. Two bedroom
mobile home on shady
lot with lake access.









HOUSE and view of
Kentucky Lake for year
round living. Call us to




kitchen, and 3 car
garage. Priced in the
40's. Phone KOP-
PERUD REAL.,TY, 753-
1222. We work hard to
provide the best possible
service to you.
43 Real Estate
412,500.00. New 2 bedroom
cottage near Ky. Lake at
Aurora. Carpet, beamed
ceiling electric heat and
air. Large deck, large
cool shady lot. Terms.
Lite Real Estate and
Auction, 474-2717.
Sao Wilma firm
if the best boys bi
Morrill This Ism features
3 bedrooms, belt-is
Millty, end **side
Menge. Fir energy coe.
serration: inaulutir., stenst
Moors end windows ere no
Important feature. Located
et 1315 &Ward end priced
to sell nt $24,500.
°Instead's', Orreilty
berne: This hems his 4
speciees bedrooms, 2 baths,
beertif el rustic din, hitch,*
end &keg room, trull to
moll carpet, mid is dock.
located 2 miles outside ei
city limits is 2 acres. Only
$440100.
Nice Metter bomb: This
older home is randy times.
into. Completely remodeled,
will to will carpet, paneled,
mid large beitt-in hitchers.
Meat see te appreciate.













"A fish feast of all
you care to eat."
Music By
"THE BOOTLEGGERS" .. Toes.-fn.-Set. /tights
SCOTTY DAVIS BELL (At The omen) .. Wed.-Thurs.-Soo. Nights
SUNDAY NIGHT BUFFET
featuring
COUNTR y HAM MI you con oat including
CATFISH Soup and
FRIED CHICKEN








LIVE AND EARN. Buy
now, move in and start









property. All this and a 2
bedroom home on tree
shaded lot. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222 today for more
information. We look
forward to serving you.
MR. L'S Restaurant
located at 15th and
Olive. Includes all
equipment, much of it
new. Has new electric
Bar-B-Que pit. Doing
good business. Mr.
Lyon's health is bad and
doctor has ordered him
to quit work, so real
bargains can be bought.
Call us for appointment.




45 Farms For Sale
64 ACRES with brick
house in South Graves
County. Call 753-0180.
45 Farms For Sale
NEW BRICK home,
energy efficient.
Wooded 3 acres, 12
minutes North Of
Murray, 641. Call 527-
1087.
46 Homes For Sale
THREE BEDROOM
brick, $26,500. 402 N.
17th between Olive and
Hamilton. Call 753-2498.
THREE BEDROOM, 11/2
bath, central heat and
air. Call 753-9827.
BY OWNER, 2 bedroom,
404 South 10th. Call 753-
5076.
BY OWNER 3 bedroom
brick. $27,000. Call 753-
9915.
BY OWNER: 2 blocks
from university. Two-
story brick; 4 bedrooms,
3 baths, family room,
living room, kitchen and
utility room. Furnished
cottage (rental unit) on
back of property. Lovely





loan. Call 753-7865 9 to 5,
Monday through Friday.
EQUIPMENT AUCTION
Saturday June 11, 10 A.M.
At the Melvin Hale best *mapped Imre hog form.
Leave 641, Highway, 1 mile Smyth of Hazok, Ky.
Travel west 2 miles, then meth 314 mNe.
Selling rubber tire grain wagon, International
hay rake, Ferguson mower, 312" plow, 7 ft. disc,
Section Harrow, 5 ft. blade and bushog, John
Deere power corn sheller, wood and metal fence
post, new wire and picket fence, lumber, brick,
concrete blocks, paneling, ceiling tile, G.E.
refrigerator, grinder, lawn chairs, 2 wash kettles
for flowers, rick of 14" firewood, new calf nur-
sette, binder twine, stone pitcher with cows on
side, crocks, jugs, two fuel oil shop stove, small
gas engine, electric motor, new Polaroid
camera, record stand, hand tools, Coleman lan-
terns, 100 blaes of straw, several nice Farrowing
houses, all alike, feeders, oilers, waterers, all on
concrete slabs, and the best. 55 gallon drums,
and miscellaneous household items. See this
beautiful 88 acre farm and contact Boyd Majors,




Auctioneer, James E. Travis, licensed No. 278
aelR̀irq IS YOUR KEY TO HAPPY HOUSE HUNTING
GRACIOUS SOUTHERN LIVING
This new listing provides plenty for the family
that enjoys space for every member. Five
bedrooms, formal dining room, 2 fireplaces.
This is one of Murray's most elegant older




This house has everything, 4 bedrooms, 2'2
baths, 11 closets, formal dining room, pegged
Oak floor den with fireplace. No way can this
many square feet be reproduced at this price.








Swim in your own pool and relax on 'the
beautiful screened porch. This pretty house
has two bedrooms, two beautiful baths,
fireplace, and lots of storage. All this and
located in Canterbury Estates.
NEAR THE
UNIVERSITY
Live downstairs and rent out the 3 room
apartment upstairs. Across the street from_




Just right for the small family that wants a
,pretty, well decorated house. On a private
street and has 3 bedrooms, 142 baths, com-




A fine home and nice neighborhood. House
has 3 bedrooms, 112 baths, ample storage
areas, Franklin Fireplace and lovely lan-
dscaping. Price reduced to $34,000:
WANT TO LIVE
NEAR THE LAKE?
Picture a lovely home and a view of Kentucky
Lake for a year around living. Call us to see
this house in Panorama Shores. Three
bedrooms, two fireplaces, and a convenient
kitchen and 3 car garage. Mid 40's.
LOW COUNTY TAXES
Move just outside the city limits to this
quality home in peaceful setting. This 3
bedroom, 2 bath home has pretty kitchen, den
with fireplace, formal dining room, central
heat and air, wall to wall carpeting and lots of
extras. A large utility room could be used as
office.
For fast action on the sale of your property and prompt personal service in locating a new home,
phone any of our five courteous sales representatives. We look forward to serving you.





Save energy and get out of the rut of thinking
formal living room. Look at this house with a
liveable, roomy "Great" room for com-
fortable living. A new house located in an ex-
cellent sub-division. This is a 3 bedroom, 2
bath home with thermopane windows, central
electric heat and air, on corner lot.
UNIQUE HOME
Rustic home only 2 miles from Murray.
featuring "Great" room with large ' stone
fireplace, large kitchen, 2 bedrooms and pan--
neling throughout. Sliding glass doors open
onto large concrete patio ideal for summer
bar-b-queing! Excellent home at excellent
price.
,
Harry Patterson  492-8302
George Gallagher  753-8129
Geri Andersen  753-7932
Regena Baggett  753-7533























































- 113 S. 4th
1 
46. Homes For Sale
TIPIEE BEDROOM
brick, 2 bath, family
room, living room, 2 car
garage with workshop





SMALL NEAT 3 bedroom
house, 5 years old.
Located on Southwest
edge of town. Nice
garden space. Call 753-
3903.
BY OWNER new 4
bedroom house, just
completed. Deluxe
home must see to ap-
preciate. Call 753-3903.
HAZEL, nice frame house




large lot. Price in low
teens. Call after 6 p.m.
492-8417.
CRAPPIE HOLLOW -
double lot on 280 and
Lakeway Shores plus
mobile home. Excellent






1973 HONDA NR75. Very




_Honda 550 four with
-windjanuner. Call 753-
2226. •
49. Used Cars & Trucks
1974 PINTO SQUIRE
wagon. Call 753-6848
after 6. Must sell.
31Cii M 30 X 30
49 Used Cars & Trucks
283 AUTOMATIC 1972
Vega Kammback
wagon. Has AM-FM and
tape deck. Good set of
radial tires and side
pipes. $800.00. Call 1-354-
6217.
NICE 1973 Montego OT
factory air, ,power




Air and power. Red with
gray interior. Radials,
Big block engine with
headers. Good gas
mileage. Call 354-8222
after 4 p. m.
1971 TORINO GT. Power
steering, air, 2 door
hardtop. Dark Green.
Call 527-8273 after 4:00.
1973 OCDSMOBILE
Cutlass, Power steering
and brakes, air, factory
tape. Almost new radial
tires. Call 527-8273.
1974 LTD Brougham, 2
door, excellent con-
dition. Interested callers
only. Call 753-3858 after 5
p. m.
1968 CAMARO heeds
work. Call 767-2512 bet-
ween Sand 7p. m.
74 TOYOTA Cilica, Air
Conditioned, 4 speed,
46,000 actual miles, good
condition. Call 753-2424
or 753-3557 after 5:00.
, -.1972 FORD liTD, 4 door
hardtop. Excellent
-condition:- Air- conditiori.-
All power. $1450. Call
753-085,5.
1977 LTD II. Just 7,000
miles. Fully equipped.
Two door. Call Bob
Wynn, 753-4333 or 753-
2975.
AlwilimmillImillowl=111111111mINNNINY






Beautiful Spanish ranch home with excellent
floor plan. 3 bedrooms, living room, kitchen with
bnilt-ins, dining room, 2 baths, central heat and
air, carpeted, 11/2 carport, community water.
Also included is an 8'x8' storage building and












Avoid Costly Home Repairs
Kelley's Termite & Pest Control
*ewe owned and operated over 20 years. Do not Sign any contract
entll jolt is finished
100 South 13th St . Phone 753-3914
Roaches Sdver Fish cold Shrubs
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1970 JEEP CJ S. Call 763-
0148.





Call 753-0521 or 436-2736.
MAKE THAT OLD car
look new again. Buff,






1974 DODGE, 4 wheel
drive. Call 753-8199.
197$ VW with sun roof.




AM-FM 8 track. Call 753-
2620 after 6.
1972 DATSUN 240Z, good









Mustangs -2 for price of
1. One 1966 automatic
six, one 1967 straight six.
$'2600 for pair. Need little
work, but not much. See
Bab .C,Ciok _Ky.
1975 B-210 Datsun, 33000
miles. New tires. AM-








steering, brakes and air.
Maroon with White top.
Call 753-4015.
After 4:00 call 753-6103.
50. Campers
1976 DODGE MINI motor
home, 20 ft., loaded with
extras. 658 Cedar Street,
Calvert -Cityi 395-4536.
TRAVEL WAGON. 1969






SALES located 4 miles
East of Murray, on
Highway_94 toward Ken-
Lake. Authorized Fan
and Star Craft dealer.
Clean used campers.




SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for













Call 753-5827 or 753-9618
ELECTRICAL WIRING -
home or industrial. Call
Charles Cooksey after 6
p. m. 436-5896.
CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY















FOR A FREE estimate
on all stump removal,










by Sears save On these
high heat and cooling,
bills. Call Doug Taylor






house siding & trim. Call
Jack Glover, 753-1873
_ after 5 or weekends.
NEED TREES cut, or
light hauling. Call 753-
4707.
LICENSE ELEC-
TRICIAN 'and gas in-
stallation will do.
plumbing, heatinr and









ficient service. NO job











exterior. By the hour or













437-4533 or after 8 p. in.
354-8191 or 354-8138.
FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work needs




condition part • on
weekend? • We're open 7
days a week. .Call 474-
2748 or 474-M487-
WILL SIT or stay with
elderly patient; ('all 435-
4377.
WILL DO housecleaning
and gardening. Call 753-
1495:
WILL DO painting in-
terior and exterior Call
753-2349.
RENT IIISENVAC




house 0055 111 The woo,
EFFECTIVELY-
rans rtoses'a* Yocuu,s
out deep dew, dr. Ana




a t•ht-tdon Si Me cost
Y041 SAYS UP TO
025 00 PIA WOW
-r
Rent for only $12.00 a day
Bel-Air Decor sten.
MA- Air toff.. ,./534/152
51. Services Offered
YOUNGBLOOD Roofing,







struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409A. Paducah, Ky.














$425.01, up, floored, reedy to use. Also precut you build, Si
Iowan $300.00. 8 8 up to 21 z 60 standard but will precut
any size needed. Buy the best for less.
CUSTOM BUILT PROTABLI BUILDINGS 753 0981
Price Reduced for
Quick Sale
This lovely three bedroom brick home °tithe corner
of Kirwood and Meadow Lane has mar* trees. With
21/2 large baths, large kitchen with dishwasher,
built-in range, has formal dining room with crystal
chandeliers. Has family room with fireplace,
covered patio, outside storage building, double
garage with electric door opener, and 21 ft concrete
drive. Call 753-2377
Sears REMARKABLELOW PRICES
WASHER, heavy duty, 24" wd. $179.95
DRYER, Normal and air cycles $124.95
SEWING MACHINE, zig zag and dial to sea . 866,95
VACUUM CLEANER, upright. . $36.95
DISHWASHER, portable or under counter $179.95
RANGE, electric, 30" counter unit . $129.95
MICROWAVE OVEN, 5 cu. ft. $189.95
AIR CONDITIONER, window type $134.00
FREEZER, chest or upright 6 cu. It $179.00
REFRIGERATOR, with freezer section $229.00
STEREO, CONSOLE, with 8 track tape $189.00
TV COLOR, memory fine tuning . 5247.00








20 Tears at some location
Thriving Cattle Rands
Approx. 718 acre, 6 miles S.
east of Murray, has year
around water, numerous
buildings. 680 acres under





47 acres 2 miles north of
Coldwater. Has 3 acre
tobacco base. An in-






plate, window glass, and







Low sower and meal impin
',Or. Rai& an Essen,
525.06 and sp. Naos
Nowers. SIN and op.
51 Services Offered
HOME REPAIR, pain-
ting and brick work.
Free estimates. Call
anytime, phone 753-5399.
L & M Blacktopping, seal
coating and repairs. For
estimates call 753-1537.
YOUNG BLOOD Roofing,









WILL HAUL LW'. or
white rock or Ornde_Ca4
753-6763, Roger Ilutsoii,
753-4545;
53 Feed And Seed
WHEAT STRAW. Call
753-6972 after 4 p.m.
54 Fret Cui,orol
FREE - Part-bird dug
puppies. Eight weeles
old. Will make lovable
pets. Call 436-2454.
FREE KITTENS. white
• and grey. White and
black. HouSebroken.




LAKE LIVING IN LUXURY
This three bedroom brick with one. and a half
baths has a very large family room, central elec-
tric heat and air, and a fireplace connected to the
furnace for extremely lbw heat bills. The large
yooded lot is just a few hundred feet from the
lake at the entrance to Panorama Shores.
ONE OF MURRAY'S FINEST
homes in one of the most popular subdivisions,
this striking four bedroom home has over 2,800
feet of living space. Two separate heating and
cooling units, and extra insulation for fuel
economy. You must see this one. The inside is
even more beautiful than the outside. Call for an
appointment.
SPACIOUS COUNTRY LIVING
within minutes of Aurray, this luxurious ten
room home is located just across tire street from
Southwest Elementary School. It has' four
bedroorp.s., VI° and a half baths, living room,
dining room and alrge family room. The. lot is
almost an acre with an excellant garden site.
Central electric heat and air. The tri-level design
and ample insulation contribute to lower utility
bills. Shown bAappointmen only.
WEST OF MURRAY ON 94
this three bedroom home in Lynn Grove has two
half baths, a full bath, living room, dining room,
den and garage. The lot is 83 by 315 feet. Priced
well below 40.
PRACTICALLY LAKEFRONT,
READY TO MOVE IN
FOR UNDER $12,000.00
Here is a large, two bedroom mobile home on a
110 by 139 lot that adjoins the TVA easement in
Panorama.
It is completely furnished except for TV, in-
cluding range, refrigerator and washer-dryer
hook-up.




We have three lots in Panorama, and twenty
seven lots in Lake Forest Estates and others.
IF YOU-WANT LAKE PROPERTY YOU'LL
FIND IT AT TUCKER'S
YOUR OWN PRIVATE BREAKWATER
and boathouse with four slips will make year
around fishing even more exciting. The brick .
house has three bedrooms, two full baths, nice
covered front porch. Lot slopes gently to the
lake.
BEST BUY ON THE LAKE?
We believe this one may be. A beautiful three
bedroom brick with two baths it is situated on a
beautiful lake front lot in Lakeway Shores twelve
miles from Murray. It has covered porch and sun
deck, outside storage and all the conveniences.
Unbelievable priced at under $40,000.00.
EAST OF MURRAY ON 94
this three bedrooni brick has central gas beat
and central electric air conditioning. If you like
the location you are sure to like the price.
. MAKE 1-2% OR MORE
ON YOUR MONEY,
with this excellant investment property on North
Fourth Street. There are also some excellant tax




MURRAY'S ONLY CERTIFIED RESIDENTIAL BROKER
502 Maple, Murray, Ky. 753-4342
4 Professiongr Salespeople to serve yob
NIGHTS, WEEK-ENDS, HOLIDAYS
Joe L. Kennon   436-56T6
Chuck Shuffett   753-4560
Patricia Miller   7S,3-7550
Donald R. Tucker, C.R.B.  753-1930
DONALD R TUCKER A FOIL SERVICE REAL ESTATE FIRM
Member Multi-listing Service and Murray-Calloway Board*GI Reahe
1300 Sycamore
Exceptionally clean and at-
tractiy40 3 bedroom home
with many shade trees,




With bright future. Ad-
joining lots with well built
homes. Live 'none and rent
the other.
Sherwood Forest
If you like the outside you
will love the inside of this
uniquely decorated home
in Sherwood Forest.






Only 1 mile from city
limits. 3 bedroom home
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I Deaths and Funerals I
Rites Are Friday
For Miss Humphrey
Miss Lillie Mae (Brownie)
Humphrey of Benton Route
One died Tuesday at 11:30 p.
in at the home of her sister,
,Mrs. Mary Locke, Benton
Route Three.
The deceased was a
member of the New Zion
Missionary Baptist Church
and is survived by three
sisters, Mrs. Locke, Mrs.
Louise Rudd, Benton Route
Eight, and Mrs. Bill Rose,
Benton Route Three, and one
brother, Rex Humphrey,
Benton Route Three.
The funeral will be held
Friday at one p. m. at the
chapel of the Linn Funeral
Home, Benton, with the Rev.
Don Phelps and the Rev. C. C.
Brasher officiating. Burial
will follow in the Thweatt
Cemetery.




Funeral services for Mrs.
Ray 'Nettie) Cable will be
held Saturday at eleven a.m.
at the chapel of the • Max
Churchill Funeral Home with
the Rev. Dr. James A. Fisher
officiating and Mrs. Oneida
White as organist.
Burial will follow in the
Murray City Cemetery.
F'riends may call at the
funeral home after eleven
a.m. Friday.
Mrs. Cable, wife of Ray
Cable who died in 1959, died
Wednesday: at a narsirtgliome
in Puu..Ind. She was 87.years
of age and is survived by one
daughter, Mrs. Ted Miller,
Dallas, Texas; three sons,
Thomas, Miami, Ind., Joe,
Oak Ridge, Tn., and Robert,
Knoxville, Tn.; two sisters,
Mrs. Mattie Parker, Murray,
And Mrs. Nancy Nance,
Dover, Tn.; two brothers,
Robert McHood, Murray







John Wesley Penney of
Almo Route One died Wed-
nesday at 11:50 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was 74 years of
age.
The deceased had retired
about one year ago from his
position at a factory in
Chicago, Ill. He Was a
member of the United Pen-
tecostal Church, and was
preceded in death by his wife
and by one son, Elmer Pen-
ney, on June 29, 1968.
Born May 14, 1903, in
Kansas, Mr. Penney was the




'Jean Hopkins, Alm° Route
One, with whom he resided,
Mrs. Jim ( Arv Labrillo,
Riverside, Ill., Mrs. Hobert
'Inez Payne and Mrs. Sam
Vivian) Gi-ecco, both of
Cicero, Ill.; two sons, James
Penney, Richton Park, Ill.,
and Finley Penney, Cicero,
Ill.; one sister, Mrs. Inez
Crawley, Soddy, Tn.; two
brothers, Wilson Penney,
Chicago, Ill., and Aaron
Penney, Akron, Ohio; twenty-
five grandchildren; • twenty-
ix great grandchildren.
1 The funeral will be held
Saturday at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with burial to
follow in • the Murray
Memorial Gardens. -
F'riends may call at the







Robert H. !Bob) Davison,
father of Mrs. James Pat
Sallyl Scott of Murray, died
in an airplane crash in Pike
County on Monday about 1:15
p.m.
He was a passenger In a
private plane enroute home
from a business trip to
Bluefield, Va. Mr. Davison
was manager for the W. M.
Hales Mine Supply Company
of Madisonville and had been
with the company for 25 years.
Also killed in the plane crash
were Edwin Calarie of the
Island Creek Coal Company
whose funeral will be in
Pennsylvania, and Bob
Townsend of the Kersey Mfg.
Company whose funeral will
be in Slaughters.
Mr. Davison was a member
of the Madisonville First
United Methodist Church, a
veteran of World War II,
member of the Masonic Lodge
of Benton, Ill., and vice-
president • of the Hopkins
County Youth Center. Born
January 19, 1926, in Indiana,
he is the son of Elsie Watson
Davison, who survives, and
the late Lester A. Davison.
Survivors include his wife-,
Mrs. Virginia Davison,
Madisonville; his mother,
Mrs. Eslie Watson Davison,
Benton, 111.; two daughters,
Mrs. Scott, Murray, and Miss
Beth Anne Davison,
Madisonville; grandmothers,
Mr‘s. Etta'Davison and Mrs.
Nora Watson, both of Sullivan,
The funeral-services- will be
held'Friday at eleven a.m. at
the chapel of the Harris
Funeral Home, MadisonVille,
with the Rev. Dr. Robert
Shaver of Central City of-
ficiating. Burial will follow in
the IOOF Cemetery there.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
The Bethel United
Methodist Church, located on
Murray Route Three, off
Highway 94 East, will hold its
annual Vacation Bible School
starting Monday. June 13, and
continuing through Friday.
June 17.
Classes for nursery through
eleventh grade will be held
each morning from 9:00 to
11:30. The closing progr.am
will be held Sunday, June 19,
at 7:00 p. m.
The church pastor ks the




Marvin W. Blane of Murray
Route Eight died Wednesday
at 10:10 p. m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital. He
was 76 years of age.
The Calloway man, was a
member of a Baptist Church
and of the Iron Mountain
Lodge No. 544 Free and
Accepted Masons of Dover,
Tn. Born May 7, 1901, in
Stewart County, Tn., he was
the son of the late Henry Blane
and Mattie Wiggins Blane.
Mr. Blane is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Amy E. Knight
Blane, to whom he was
married March 15, 1924; three
daughters, Mrs. John P.
(Marcene) McGee, Murray,
Mrs. Charles (Margie)
Nelson, Oak Grove, and Mrs.
Larry (Anna Fay) Hale,
Almo; three sons, Henry D.,
Max E., and Marlin K. Blane,
all of Dover, Tn.
Also surviving are one
sister, Mrs. Henrietta Cathey,
Dover, Tn.; two half sisters,
Mrs_ Eleanor Bright, Gracey,
and Mrs. Mary Outland,
Knoxville, Tn.; two half
brothers, J. W, Hutchison,




Funeral services will be
held Friday at two p. m. at the
chapel of the Anglin Funeral
Home, Dover, Tn., with the
Rev. Calvin Wilkins and the
Rev. Lloyd Perrin officiating.
Pallbearers will be Aubrey
Cook, Gene Knight, Gene
Crutcher, Hal Hutchison, J. T.
Jackson, and Gene Cathey.
Burial- will follow in the
Hillcrest Cemetery at Dover,
Tn.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Calloway Cheerleaders
To Hold Car Wash
The Calloway County High
School Junior Varsity
Cheerleaders will have a car
wash on Saturday, June 11,
from nine 0. m. to four p. m. at
the Five Points Amoco
Station.
Costs will be $1.50 for out-
side and $2.25 for inside and






Plans for the Invitational
Golf Tournament to be held at
the Oaks Country Club June 18
and 19 were discussed at the
meeting of the board of the
Oaks Club held Tuesday at
seven p.' m. Entries to the
tournament should be sent to
Nicky Ryan.
New members of the club
are Mack and Mary Bains and
Bob and Wanda Brown.




Gallagher, pro shop manager.
The swimming pool was
opened on May 28 and each
one using the pool is asked to
bring the identification
member card each time.
It was announced that work
on the sand trap program will
begin in the near future, and
that lighting on the tennis
courts will be improved.
Nicky Ryan announced that
the Junior Golf program got
underway Monday with thirty-
one- young people par-
ticipating.
Bible School Will
Be Held At Kirksey
The Kirksey United
Methodist Church will have its
annual Vacation Bible Stool
from Monday. June 13,
through Friday, June 17.
.r.,Classes will .be held for
Airsery through sixth grade
'each morning from nine a. m.
to 11:30 a. m. The Rev. Fred
French is church pastor.
Emmanuel Mission
To Hold Revival -
Revival services will be held
at the Emmanuel Independent
Baptist Mission at Puryear,
Tn., starting Friday, June 10.
Services will be at 7:30 p. m.
on Friday, Saturday and
Sunday.
The evangelist will be the
Rev. Paul McWherter, ac-
cording to the pastor, the Rev.
Aaron McWherter, who in-
vites the public to attend.
Brooks Chapel To
Hold Homecoming
The Brooks • Chapel United
Methodist Church, located
east of Dexter off Highway
1346, will hold its iiinual
homecoming services on
Sunday, June 12.
The church pastor,. the Rev.
Johnson Easley, will speak at
the morning worship hour at
eleven a. m. Sunday School
will be at ten a. m. with a
basket dinner at noon.
Gospel singing will -start
about 1:30 p. m. and the public





The Locust Grove Church of
the Nazarene, locat4c1 north of
Kirksey just off Highway 299,
v.ill hold revival services
starting Tuesday. June 14, and
continuing through Sunday,
June 19.
Services will be held nightly
at 7:30 with the evangelist to
be the Rev. Vernon Hurles,
minister of the Middletown
Church of the Nazarene.
William Marshall Duke,
music director for the Rev.
Hurles, will be in charge of the
special music and singing
nightly, according to the
church pastor, the Rev.
Horace E. Duke, who invites
the public to attend.
Deward's Chapel Youth
Car Wash Is Saturday
The youth of the Deward's
Chapel Independent Pen-
tecostal Church will have a
car wash on Saturday, June
11, from nine aw,m. to five p.
in. at Larry's Garage, located
next door to Jack's Grocery,
9'2 miles east of Murray on
Highway 94, and six miles
west of Aurora.
The charge will be three
dollars per car, according to a
church spokesman.
Stock Market
Prices of stock of local interest at noon
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger 8,
Times by First of Michigan, Corp., of
Murray, are as foliows: r`
Heublein Inc , 254 -4
McDoruilds Corp 43 unc
Ponderosa Systems P. -'11
Kimberly Clark 45rs -4
Union Carbide- se: -ti.-
W.R. Grace 294 unc
Texaco 264 UM
General Elec. 55% -4
GAF Corp 104 urn










Prices of stocks of local interest at
noon today furnished to the Ledger &
Times by I. M. Simon Co. are as follows
Indus. An.  -44:
Aires 
Am. Motors 4 Ulf(
Ashland Oil   354 urn
A.T 1,1 623. - -
Ford Motor _ . 554 -• .
Gen. Dynamics 545  -
Gen. Motors . 67 unc




Quaker Oats . 23. unc
Republic Steel . .
Smger Mfg. . . 224 -
Tappan -Le
Western Union 17'•
Zenith Radio . 23% -No
Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service
June 9, 1977
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 8 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 503 Est 500 Barrows &
Gilts .50 higher Sows steady
US 1-2260-230 lbs. 03.50-43.75
US 1-3260-240 lbs. 243 00-43.50
US 2-4240-260 lbs 142.50-43.00
US 3-4 260-230 lbs.   *4175-42.50
Sows ,s
US 1-2 770-350 lbs 534.50-0.50
US 1-3 300-450 lbs *3500-36.00
US 1-3 450450 lbs 06.00-36.50






recovered a stolen car last
night in the Martin's Chapel
area, according to department
reports.
Officers said the car, stolen
from Crouse Motor Sales, was
found wrecked, hanging from
a bridge, with slight damage




(Continued From Page 1)
referred "about three or four"
patients to Dr. Ammons in the
last several months and that
he had helped them when
other doctors weren't able to
(help them).
"I regard him very highly




Meadows, of Murray, had
been asked to testify as to
prosecution witness Bill
Boyden's "reputation for truth
and veracity" among persons
who know him in the local
community.
Meadows testified that
"other people in Murray think
he's not very truthful."
Under cross-examination,
however, Meadows could only
remember the name of one
individual, a former girlfriend
of Boyden, with whom he had
talked about Boyden's
reputation. He said he had
talked to several other people
about Boyden but that he
could not remember their
names.
The. testimony of Dr.
Jennings,,-who was stilton the
stand when the trial recessed
Wednesday afternoon,
continued this morning.
The trial is in its third week
in the Western District
Federal Court of Judge
'Charles Allen in Paducah.
LAKE QATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 359.1,
up 0.3.
-'Below dam 303.1, down 0.3.
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 359.1,
up 0.3.
Below dam 302.3, down 0.4.
Sunset 8T15. Sunrise 5:37.
WASHINGTON (AP) —
President Carter's plan to
give a special tax break to
Americans who insulate their
homes is still alive, but its
passage is far from assured.
The House Ways and Means
Committee tentatively agreed
Tuesday in a close vote to
allow a tax credit of up to $400
for the purchase of insulation
and other home energy-saving
devices. The 13-12 vote could
be an indication of more
trouble than expected for
Carter's entire energy-tax
program.
• T.he equity in your house
is like money in your pocket.
Equity is the difference between how
much your home is worth, and what you
owe on it.
It's a valuable asset you can use to
back a really big loan. For whatever you
have in mind.
Real estate values are up. up. up.
So the house you bought just a few
years ago probably would sell for a lot
more than you paid:
Which means your eqiiity is bigger.
And the bigger your egulty, the more
you can borrow in a large real-estate loan:
Right here. Right now.
Maybe the money you're looking for
is already in the house.







Months Total Of APR'To Pay Payments
•Annual Percentage Rate
48 $ 3,512.16 17.80%
60 $ 5,424.60 18.80%
60 $ 7,464.60 12.74%
60 $10,164.60 12.68%
KY-1




• Up to 4.5011
Wove got yvar Joan
Neale B. Mason, co-director of the Chamber Orchestra of the Murray State University
Sommer String Camp, directs students who will present a concert on Friday, June 10, at
7:30 p. m. in the Old Recital Hall of Price Doyle Fine Arts Annex, MSU In the center









Manufacturer's suggested retail price for
base six-cylinder, 115-inch-wheelbase
D100 model, excluding destination
charges, taxes, and title fees. White












% Days Same As Cash
New Shipment
BEDDING Both Pieces As Low AsTwin - Full. Queen
$8900
Murray Furniture
Court Square mart 753-8676
1
—
•
